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[2] Getting Started

Using the Help Guide

This Help Guide explains how to use this TV. Additionally, you can also refer to the Setup Guide for

descriptions about TV installation, and the Reference Guide for parts descriptions and specifications of

this TV.

In this Help Guide, you can read the desired information in order or search for it directly. To search,
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select  at the top of the screen.

Help Guide versions
There are two versions of the Help Guide for your TV: the Built-in Help Guide and the Online Help

Guide. To view the Online Help Guide, your TV must be connected to the Internet. To switch between

the Built-in and Online versions, use the switch button (A) at the top of the screen. You can check

which Help Guide is currently displayed by looking at the title at the top of the screen.

Connect the TV to the Internet.

Select (A) to switch the Help Guide version.

Note

To use the latest features described in the Help Guide, you may need to update the TV's

software. For details about software updates, see the Software updates page.

The images and illustrations used in the Help Guide may differ depending on your TV model.

Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Hint

You can also use the “Video & TV SideView” app to view the Online Help Guide.

To see if your TV is equipped with one of the functions described in the Help Guide, refer to the

paper manual or a Sony product catalog.

This Help Guide is written for all regions/countries. Some descriptions contained in this Help

Guide do not apply to some regions and countries.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

1
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[3] Getting Started

Introducing Android TV

Downloading apps from the Google Play

Moving apps to a USB memory device

Viewing Internet media

Enjoying content from your mobile device on the TV with Google Cast

Enjoying safe apps and video streaming services (Security & restrictions)

Searching by using your voice

[4] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Downloading apps from the Google Play

You can download apps from the Google Play to the TV, just like you do with smartphones and tablets.

Note

You can only download apps that are compatible with TVs. They may differ from apps for

smartphones/tablets.

An Internet connection and Google account are required to download apps from the Google

Play.

Hint

If you do not have a Google account or want to create a shared account, create a new account

by accessing the following website.

https://accounts.google.com/signup

The website above may vary depending on your region/country. It is also subject to change

without notice. For details, refer to the Google homepage.

We recommend that you create a Google account on a computer or mobile device.

Press the HOME button, then select [Google Play Store] under [Apps].

To install an app, select an app you want to download. The app will start downloading.

After downloading, the app is automatically installed and added. Its icon appears in the Home Menu,

allowing you to launch it.
2
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About paid apps

There are free apps and paid apps in the Google Play. To purchase a paid app, a prepaid Google Play

gift card code or credit card information is required. You can purchase a Google Play gift card from

various retailers.

To delete an app

Press the HOME button, select [Google Play Store] under [Apps], and then select [My

Apps].

Select an app to be deleted, and then uninstall the app.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

Moving apps to a USB memory device

[5] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Moving apps to a USB memory device

You can move downloaded apps to a USB memory device to increase the space available in the TV.

Note

When you format a USB memory device, all data saved in the USB memory device will be

deleted. Back up your important data before formatting.

Performing this procedure formats the USB memory device for exclusive use with the TV.

Therefore, you may be unable to use the USB memory device with a computer, etc.

Some apps cannot be moved to a USB memory device.

Connect a USB memory device to the TV.

Press the HOME button, select [Settings] — [Storage & reset] — the desired USB memory

device.

3
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Format it as an internal storage device.

When formatting is finished, press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Apps].

Select the app that you want to move to the USB memory device.

Select the USB memory device from the used storage. The app is moved to the USB

memory device.

Hint

Repeat steps 4 to 6 to move additional apps to the USB memory device.

To remove a USB memory device

Press the HOME button, select [Settings] — [Storage & reset] — the desired USB memory

device, and then select the option to remove it.

Note

The USB memory device is used only for saving apps. To use the USB memory device for other

purposes, you must format it again.

If you delete an app in the USB memory device using a computer, you will be unable to launch it

from the TV.

If you remove a USB memory device from the TV, you will be unable to use the apps that were

moved to the USB memory device.

You cannot specify a USB memory device as the installation location of an app. First install the

app on the TV as normal, and then move it to the USB memory device.

[6] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Viewing Internet media

You can use video streaming services such as YouTube and Netflix to watch Internet content. The

available services vary depending on your country and region. You can launch these services by

selecting their tiles in the Home Menu.

Note
4
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An Internet connection is required to watch Internet content.

Related topics

Enjoying safe apps and video streaming services (Security & restrictions)

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[7] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Enjoying content from your mobile device on the
TV with Google Cast

Google Cast allows you to wirelessly cast content from your favorite websites and apps to your TV,

directly from your computer or mobile device.

Connect a mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet to the same home network that

the TV is connected to.

Launch a Google Cast supported app on the mobile device.

Select the  (cast) icon in the app.

The screen of the mobile device is displayed on the TV.

Note

An Internet connection is required to use Google Cast.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[8] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Enjoying safe apps and video streaming services
5
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(Security & restrictions)

You can ensure safe use of the TV by setting installation restrictions on apps that are downloaded from

unknown sources, or age restrictions on programs and videos.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — then options such as [Security &

restrictions] or [Parental lock (Broadcast)].

Note

If you change the [Security & restrictions] settings, your device and personal data are more

vulnerable to attack by unknown apps from sources other than Play Store. You agree that you

are solely responsible for any damage to your device or loss of data that may result from using

these apps.

Hint

Other separate restrictions may be available depending on the app. For details, refer to the app's

help guide.

[9] Getting Started | Introducing Android TV

Searching by using your voice

The TV includes a Voice search feature that enables you to search the Internet for content you’re

looking for with your voice. Voice search allows you to quickly input search queries without the use of

the on-screen keyboard.

To search, simply press the button and speak into the microphone built into your remote control.

For details, please refer to Using the remote control.

[10] Getting Started

Basic Operations

Using the remote control

Home menu

6
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Using the DISCOVER button

Using the Action Menu

Selecting devices that are connected to the TV

Identifying the status of the TV through illumination

[11] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Using the remote control

You can operate many of the TV’s features by using the  /  /  /  and  buttons.

For descriptions of the remote control buttons, refer to the Reference Guide.

Use the , ,  and  buttons to “focus” on the desired item.

Press the center of the  button to select the item currently in focus.

To return to the previous screen

Press the BACK button.

Using Voice search (Voice search supported models only)
For Voice search supported models, the remote control has a built-in microphone. By speaking into the

microphone, you can search for content on the Internet.

7
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Press the button. You will then be taken directly to the Voice search screen.

The LED on the remote control will light up indicating that the Voice search function has

been activated; then speak into the built-in microphone.

When your voice is not being recognized

When your voice is not being recognized, make sure to activate the button on the remote control

with the button, or register the remote control with the button to your TV.

To confirm these settings, press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Voice Remote Control].

Note

An Internet connection is required to use Voice search.

The type of remote control supplied with the TV, and the availability of a remote control with a

built-in microphone varies depending on your model/region/country. An optional remote control is

available in some models/regions/countries.

Related topics

The remote control does not operate.

Connecting to a Network

[12] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Home menu

The Home Menu allows you to search for content, provides content recommendations, and provides

access to apps and settings. Available items vary depending on your region/country and the current

screen.
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Searching
You can search for various content by entering a search keyword using the on-screen keyboard or by

voice. The availability of the remote control with a built-in microphone depends on your

model/region/country.

Press the HOME button.

Select the microphone icon at the top of the screen.

Enter a search keyword by speaking into the microphone on the remote control, or by

pressing the  button and then using the on-screen keyboard.

Browsing for content, apps, or other items

Press the HOME button.

Select the desired item from the desired category.

Category list

Recommendations

This category shows content based on your history.

[Featured apps], [Apps] and [Games]

These categories provide access to apps (such as Video, Album, Music, Photo Sharing Plus, and

Screen mirroring) and games.

[Inputs]

You can select the input source from the list of connected devices and jacks (sockets), such as HDMI.

[Settings]

This category includes [Settings], [Network Settings], [Timers], and [Help].

Hint

By connecting the TV to the Internet, you can access various network services and features.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network
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[13] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Using the DISCOVER button

You can use the DISCOVER button to search for content (such as TV programs and Internet content).

The content that displays when pressing the DISCOVER button varies depending on your

model/region/country.

Press the DISCOVER button.

Move the focus up or down to select the desired category.

Move the focus left or right to select the desired item.

Press the  button to launch the selected item.

To change the settings of this function

Press the DISCOVER button.

Move the focus down to the [Settings] category.

Select the desired item to change the settings.

Available options

[Show/Hide categories]

Select content categories to be shown in DISCOVER. You cannot hide [Settings].

You can hide [Top Picks] depending on your TV model.

[Reorder categories]

Select a content category to reorder.
10
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[Add channels to Favorites]

Add your favorite channels to DISCOVER.

[Add keyword categories]

Add keywords to create your own custom content category.

[Display size]

Select the display size of the menu.

[Sort TV channels]

Select the type of TV program sorting.

Note

Some options may not be available depending on your model/region/country.

[14] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Using the Action Menu

By pressing the ACTION MENU button, a menu appears and provides quick access to the functions

that are available for the currently displayed screen, such as picture adjustments, sound adjustments,

volume adjustment for a connected device (such as headphones), and display/audio settings. The

items in the menu differ depending on the selected screen.

Press the ACTION MENU button.

Move the focus left or right to select the desired category.

Move the focus up or down to select the desired item.

Press the  button to launch the selected item.
11
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[15] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Selecting devices that are connected to the TV

To use devices that are connected to the TV such as a Blu-ray/DVD player, or to watch TV programs

after using such devices, you must switch the input.

Press the INPUT button repeatedly to select the connected device.

Hint

You can switch to TV broadcasting by simply pressing the TV button on the remote control.

Switching from the Home Menu

Press the HOME button, then select the input source from [Inputs].

[16] Getting Started | Basic Operations

Identifying the status of the TV through illumination

Illumination LED

Illumination at the bottom of the screen

[17] Getting Started | Basic Operations | Identifying the status of the TV through illumination

Illumination LED

You can identify the status of the TV by looking at how the illumination LED lights up.

White “on” or “blinking”

When the screen is off

When the TV is turning on

When receiving signals from the remote control

When updating the software

etc.

When a mobile device (smartphone, tablet, etc.) is connecting to the TV on the

12



Cyan “blinking” home network

When “Video & TV SideView” is launched on the home network

etc.

Amber “on”

When the on timer is set

When the sleep timer is set

Related topics

Home network features

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

Software updates

Setting a timer

[18] Getting Started | Basic Operations | Identifying the status of the TV through illumination

Illumination at the bottom of the screen

You can identify the status of the TV by looking at how the bottom of the screen lights up.

Lights up in white

When picture off mode is set

Lights up in cyan

When a mobile device (smartphone, tablet, etc.) is connecting to the TV on the

home network

When “Video & TV SideView” is launched on the home network

etc.

Lights up in amber

When a timer is set

Related topics

Home network features

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

Setting a timer
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[19] Getting Started

Support Site

For the latest information and Online Help Guide, please visit the Sony support website:

USA:

http://www.sony.com/tvsupport

Canada:

http://www.sony.ca/support

Brazil:

http://esupport.sony.com/BR/

Latin America:

http://esupport.sony.com/ES/LA/

[20]

Watching TV

Watching TV programs

Watching in 3D (3D models only)

Enjoying social networking services while watching TV
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[21] Watching TV

Watching TV programs

Using the program guide

Using interactive broadcast TV services

[22] Watching TV | Watching TV programs

Using the program guide

You can quickly find your preferred programs.

(This function is available only for digital broadcasts and depends on your region/country/settings.)

Press the GUIDE button to display the digital program guide.

Select a program to watch.

The details of the program are displayed.

Select [View] to watch the program.

To use optional functions

While the program guide is displayed, press the ACTION MENU button and then select the

desired item.

[23] Watching TV | Watching TV programs

Using interactive broadcast TV services

To use Ginga service (Ginga models only)
Ginga models have [Channel setup & Ginga] in [Settings] — [Channels].

Ginga (also known as DTVi) Interactivity provides extended programming content information such as

sports statistics, soap opera chapters and characters, publicity, merchandising, weather information
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and news, through high-quality digital text and graphics, along with advanced options.

If available in your home, Ginga Interactivity also allows you to communicate with the broadcaster

through the return channel, in scenarios such as polls, quizzes and games. These services are

provided by broadcasters.

(This function is only available for digital broadcasts and may not be available in your region/country.)

Select a digital channel that provides Ginga features.

Java is a trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Note

Java technology is supported by Ginga models only.

[24] Watching TV

Watching in 3D (3D models only)

Understanding the basics of 3D TV (3D models only)

Preparing your 3D glasses (3D models only)

Watching TV in 3D (3D models only)

[25] Watching TV | Watching in 3D (3D models only)

Understanding the basics of 3D TV (3D models
only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].
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Recommended viewing distance for a 3D image
If the viewing distance is not appropriate, a double image may appear. Sit at a distance of at least 3

times the height of the screen away from the TV. For the best viewing experience, we recommend that

you sit directly in front of the TV.

Hint

There are two types of 3D Glasses: Passive and Active. Refer to the specifications in the

Reference Guide to see which type of 3D Glasses the TV supports.

TV and Active 3D Glasses communication range
Active 3D glasses communicate with the TV to show you images in 3D.

Your viewing position needs to be within the proper range. See the following diagrams. The working

distance depends on obstacles (people, metal, walls, etc.) and/or electromagnetic interference.

Overhead view

(A) 120°

(B) 1-6 m (3-20 ft.)

Side view

17



(A) 45°

(B) 1-6 m (3-20 ft.)

(C) 30°

Note

Recommended viewing angle and distance may vary depending on the TV’s location and room

conditions.

Caring for your glasses
Wipe the glasses gently with a soft cloth.

Stubborn stains may be removed with a cloth slightly moistened with a solution of mild soap and

warm water.

If using a chemically pretreated cloth, be sure to follow the instructions provided on the package.

Never use strong solvents such as a thinner, alcohol, or benzene for cleaning.

Related topics

Preparing your 3D glasses (3D models only)

Watching TV in 3D (3D models only)

[26] Watching TV | Watching in 3D (3D models only)

Preparing your 3D glasses (3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].

There are two types of 3D Glasses: Passive and Active. Refer to the specifications in the Reference

Guide to see which type of 3D Glasses the TV supports.
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For Passive 3D Glasses

If Passive 3D Glasses are supplied with your TV, use them. If no glasses are supplied, purchase a pair

of Passive 3D Glasses, model TDG-500P. You can watch in 3D by just putting the Passive 3D Glasses

on.

For Active 3D Glasses

If Active 3D Glasses are supplied with your TV, use them. If no glasses are supplied, purchase a pair of

Active 3D Glasses, model TDG-BT500A. Before using the Active 3D Glasses for the first time, you

need to register them to your TV. Follow the steps below.

Remove the battery’s insulation sheet.

Turn the TV on, then hold the glasses within 50 cm (1.6 ft.) of the TV.

Press and hold the (Power) button/indicator on the glasses for 2 seconds.

The Active 3D Glasses turn on and registration starts (the (Power) button/indicator

blinks green and yellow). When registration is finished, a message appears in the TV

screen for 5 seconds, and the indicator lights up in green for 3 seconds.

If registration fails, the Active 3D Glasses will turn off automatically. In this case, repeat

the procedure above.

Put the Active 3D Glasses on.
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From the next time, you can use the Active 3D Glasses by just turning them on. To turn them off, press

and hold the (Power) button/indicator on the glasses for 2 seconds. To turn them on again, press

the (Power) button/indicator.

Hint

To use the Active 3D Glasses with another TV, you need to register the glasses to that TV.

Perform the procedure above from Step 2.

Related topics

Understanding the basics of 3D TV (3D models only)

Watching TV in 3D (3D models only)

Remote control/accessories

[27] Watching TV | Watching in 3D (3D models only)

Watching TV in 3D (3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].

You can experience powerful 3D entertainment, such as stereoscopic 3D games and 3D Blu-ray Discs.

To watch in 3D, connect a 3D-compatible device directly to the TV via an authorized HIGH SPEED

HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

Prepare the 3D Glasses.

Display the 3D content on the TV screen.

Put the 3D Glasses on.

You should now be able to watch 3D images. If no 3D effect is achieved, perform the

following steps.
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Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [3D].

Select the [3D display] mode to suit the displayed content. Depending on the input signal

or format, [3D (Side by Side)]/[3D (Over-Under)] may not be selectable.

Hint

In addition to the [3D display] mode, you can use various 3D options in [3D settings]. Press the

HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [3D settings].

Note

The 3D effect may be less pronounced if the ambient temperature is low.

If [Motionflow] in [Picture adjustments] is set to something other than [Off], the process to

minimize screen flicker may affect the smooth movement of the picture. In this case, press the

ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Motionflow]

— [Off]. (For [Motionflow] compatible models only.)

[Motionflow] compatible models have [Motionflow] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [Picture

adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Motion].

Related topics

Preparing your 3D glasses (3D models only)

Remote control/accessories

[28] Watching TV

Enjoying social networking services while watching
TV

You can view tweets that mention the programs you are watching.

Connect to a broadband Internet connection.

While watching a programs, press the ACTION MENU button, then select a tweet.

The Social Viewing screen appears.
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To change the scroll direction between horizontal and
vertical

While displaying the Social Viewing screen, press the ACTION MENU button, select

[Preferences] — [Change view], then select the desired setting.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[29]

Using the TV with Other Devices

USB devices

Blu-ray and DVD players

Smartphones and tablets

Computers, cameras, and camcorders

Audio system

Bluetooth devices

Sony wireless subwoofer (optional) (Sony wireless subwoofer supported models only)

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Connecting an IR Blaster (IR Blaster compatible models only)

Viewing pictures in 4K from compatible devices

[30] Using the TV with Other Devices

USB devices

Playing content stored on a USB device

Information about USB devices used for storing photos and music

Supported files and formats

[31] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices
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Playing content stored on a USB device

Connecting a USB device
Connect a USB storage device to the USB port of the TV to enjoy photo, music, and video files stored

on the device.

(A) USB storage device

Enjoy photos/music/movies stored on a USB device
You can enjoy photos/music/movies stored on a USB device on the TV screen.

If the USB device connected to the TV has a power switch, turn it on.

Press the HOME button, then select the desired item.

Select [Album] to view photos, [Music] to play music, and [Video] to play movies.

Press the  button and select [Folders] from the menu that is displayed.

Browse the list of folders and files and select the desired file.

Playback starts.

To check the supported file formats

Supported files and formats

Note

All USB ports on the TV support Hi-Speed USB. The blue USB port supports SuperSpeed (USB

3.0). USB hubs are not supported.

While accessing the USB device, do not turn off the TV or USB device, do not disconnect the

USB cable, and do not remove or insert recording media. Otherwise, data stored on the USB

device may be corrupted.

Depending on the file, playback may not be possible, even when using the supported formats.
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Related topics

Information about USB devices used for storing photos and music

[32] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices

Information about USB devices used for storing
photos and music

The USB ports on the TV support FAT16, FAT32, exFAT, and NTFS file systems.

When connecting a Sony digital still camera to the TV with a USB cable, USB connection settings

on your camera need to be set to “Auto” or “Mass Storage” mode.

If your digital still camera does not work with your TV, try the following:

Set the USB connection settings on your camera to “Mass Storage”.

Copy the files from the camera to a USB flash drive, then connect the drive to the TV.

Some photos and movies may be magnified, resulting in low picture quality. Depending on the size

and aspect ratio, images may not be displayed in full screen.

It may take a long time to display a photo, depending on the file or settings.

In no event shall Sony be liable for recording failure or any damage or loss of recorded contents

caused or associated with the TV’s malfunction, the USB device’s malfunction, or any other

problem.

Related topics

Supported files and formats

[33] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices

Supported files and formats

Photos

Music

Videos

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

External subtitles
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[34] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices | Supported files and formats

Photos

Use case : USB / Home Network

File Format Extension

JPEG *.jpg / *.jpe / *.jpeg

Other supported files and formats

Music

Videos

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

External subtitles

[35] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices | Supported files and formats

Music

Use case : USB / Home Network

mp4

Extension Description Sampling Rate

*.mp4 / *.m4a AAC-LC 16k / 22.05k / 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

HE-AAC v1 / v2 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

3gpp

Extension Description Sampling Rate

*.3gp / *.3g2 AAC-LC 16k / 22.05k / 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

HE-AAC v1 / v2 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

Asf
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Extension Description Sampling Rate

*.wma WMA9 Standard 8k / 11.025k / 16k / 22.05k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

Other

Extension Description Sampling Rate

- LPCM 32k / 44.1k / 48k

*.mp3 MP1L1 / MP1L2 / MP1L3 / MP2L1 /

MP2L2

MP2L3 16k / 22.05k / 24k

MP2.5L3 8k / 11.025k / 12k

*.wav WAV 32k / 44.1k / 48k / 88.2k / 96k / 176.4k / 192k

*.flac FLAC 16k / 22.05k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k / 88.2k / 96k / 176.4k

/ 192k

 The use case of LPCM is Home Network only.

 The use case of WAV is 2ch only.

Other supported files and formats

Photos

Videos

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

External subtitles

[36] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices | Supported files and formats

Videos

Use case : USB / Home Network

MPEG1 (*.mpg / *.mpe / *.mpeg)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG1

*1

*2

*1

*2
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Audio Codec: MPEG1L2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

MPEG2PS (*.mpg / *.mpe / *.mpeg)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG2 MP@HL, MP@H14L, MP@ML

Audio Codec: MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / LPCM / AC3

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

MPEG2TS

Extension : *.m2t

Subtitle Type : Internal (Except for Brazilian models) / - (For Brazilian models only)

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG2 MP@HL, MP@H14L, MP@ML

Audio Codec: MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Extension : *.m2ts / *.mts

Subtitle Type : -

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L3, MP@L4.2, HP@L4.2

Audio Codec: MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@60fps

MP4 (*.mp4)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L3, MP@L4.2, HP@L4.2

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)
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Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@120fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG4 SP@L6, ASP@L5, ACEP@L4

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L5.2, MP@L5.2, HP@L5.2 

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / LPCM

Max. / Min. Resolution: 3840x2160 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 3840x2160@60p / 1920x1080@120fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): HEVC / H.265 MP@L5.1, Main10@L5.1

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3

Max. / Min. Resolution: 3840x2160 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 3840x2160@60p

 This line includes the XAVC S format use case. The maximum supported bitrate for XAVC S is 100

Mbps.

avi (*.avi)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): Xvid

Audio Codec: MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / MPEG1L3 / AC3 / E-AC3

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): Motion JPEG

Audio Codec: μ-LAW / PCM (U8) / PCM (S16LE)

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1280x720 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1280x720@30fps

Asf (*.asf / *.wmv)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): VC1 AP@L3, MP@HL, SP@ML

Audio Codec: WMA9 Standard

*1

*1
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Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

MKV (*.mkv)
Subtitle Type : Internal / External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): Xvid

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / MPEG1L1 /

MPEG1L2 / Vorbis

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L3, MP@L4.2, HP@L4.2

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / MPEG1L1 /

MPEG1L2 / Vorbis

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG4 SP@L6, ASP@L5, ACEP@L4

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / MPEG1L1 /

MPEG1L2 / Vorbis

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): VP8

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / MPEG1L1 /

MPEG1L2 / Vorbis

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L5.2, MP@L5.2, HP@L5.2

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 3840x2160 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 3840x2160@60p

Video Codec (Profile@Level): HEVC / H.265 MP@L5.1, Main10@L5.1

Audio Codec: DTS core / AC3 / AAC-LC / E-AC3 / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 3840x2160 / QCIF (176x144)
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Max. Frame Rate: 3840x2160@60p

3gpp (*.3gp / *.3g2)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG4 SP@L6, ASP@L5, ACEP@L4

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L3, MP@L4.2, HP@L4.2

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@60fps

MOV (*.mov)
Subtitle Type : External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): AVC / H.264 BP@L3, MP@L4.2, HP@L4.2

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / μ-

LAW / PCM (U8) / PCM (S16BE) / PCM (S16LE)

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): MPEG4 SP@L6, ASP@L5, ACEP@L4

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / μ-

LAW / PCM (U8) / PCM (S16BE) / PCM (S16LE)

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Video Codec (Profile@Level): Motion JPEG

Audio Codec: AAC-LC / HE-AAC v1 / HE-AAC v2 / AC3 / E-AC3 / MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 / μ-

LAW / PCM (U8) / PCM (S16BE) / PCM (S16LE)

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1280x720 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1280x720@30fps

WebM (*.webm)
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Subtitle Type : Internal / External

Video Codec (Profile@Level): VP8

Audio Codec: Vorbis

Max. / Min. Resolution: 1920x1080 / QCIF (176x144)

Max. Frame Rate: 1920x1080@30fps / 1280x720@60fps

Other supported files and formats

Photos

Music

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

External subtitles

[37] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices | Supported files and formats

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

Audio Codec Sampling Rate

LPCM 44.1k / 48k

MPEG1L1 / MPEG1L2 32k / 44.1k / 48k

MPEG1L3

AAC-LC 16k / 22.05k / 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

HE-AAC v1 / v2 24k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

AC3 32k / 44.1k / 48k

E-AC3

Vorbis 8k / 11.025k / 16k / 22.05k / 32k / 44.1k / 48k

WMA9

DTS core 32k / 44.1k / 48k

μ-LAW 8k

PCM (U8) 8k

PCM (S16LE) 11.025k / 16k / 44.1k
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PCM (S16BE)

Other supported files and formats

Photos

Music

Videos

External subtitles

[38] Using the TV with Other Devices | USB devices | Supported files and formats

External subtitles

Use case : USB

File Format Extension

SubStation Alpha *.ass / *.ssa

SubRip *.srt

MicroDVD *.sub / *.txt

SubViewer *.sub

SAMI *.smi

Other supported files and formats

Photos

Music

Videos

Audio sampling rates (for videos)

[39] Using the TV with Other Devices

Blu-ray and DVD players

Connecting a Blu-ray or DVD player

Watching Blu-ray and DVD discs
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[40] Using the TV with Other Devices | Blu-ray and DVD players

Connecting a Blu-ray or DVD player

Connect a Blu-ray/DVD player to the TV.

HDMI connection
For optimum picture quality, we recommend connecting your player to the TV using an HDMI cable. If

your Blu-ray/DVD player has an HDMI jack (socket), connect it using an HDMI cable.

(A) Blu-ray/DVD player

(B) HDMI cable (not supplied)

 Be sure to use an authorized HIGH SPEED HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

If the device has a DVI jack (socket), connect it to the HDMI (with AUDIO IN) port through a DVI -

HDMI adaptor interface (not supplied), and connect the device’s audio out jacks (sockets) to HDMI

3 AUDIO IN / HDMI 1 AUDIO IN.

Availability depends on your model/region/country. Refer to the Reference Guide to check if your TV

supports HDMI 3 AUDIO IN / HDMI 1 AUDIO IN.

Component video connection
Availability depends on your model/region/country.

If your Blu-ray/DVD player has component video jacks (sockets), connect them to the TV using a

component video cable and an audio cable.

*

*
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(A) Blu-ray/DVD player

(B) Component video cable (not supplied)

(C) Audio cable (not supplied)

Composite connection
Availability depends on your model/region/country.

If your Blu-ray/DVD player has composite jacks (sockets), connect them using a composite video/audio

cable.

(A) Blu-ray/DVD player

(B) Composite video/audio cable (not supplied)

If using an Analog Extension cable

Availability depends on your model/region/country.
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(A) Blu-ray/DVD player

(B) Analog Extension cable (supplied)

(C) RCA Cable (not supplied)

 Whether the Analog Extension cable is supplied depends on your model/region/country.

Related topics

Watching Blu-ray and DVD discs

[41] Using the TV with Other Devices | Blu-ray and DVD players

Watching Blu-ray and DVD discs

You can watch content from Blu-ray/DVD discs or other content supported by your player on the TV.

Turn on the connected Blu-ray/DVD player.

Press the INPUT button repeatedly to select the connected Blu-ray/DVD player.

Start playback on the connected Blu-ray/DVD player.

Hint

If you connect a BRAVIA Sync-compatible device with HDMI connection, you can operate it by

simply using the TV’s remote control.

*

*
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Related topics

Connecting a Blu-ray or DVD player

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

[42] Using the TV with Other Devices

Smartphones and tablets

Displaying the screen of a smartphone/tablet on the TV using the Screen mirroring function

Sharing photos/music/videos

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

[43] Using the TV with Other Devices | Smartphones and tablets

Displaying the screen of a smartphone/tablet on the
TV using the Screen mirroring function

You can display the screen of a mobile device on the TV to view photos, videos or websites.

The “Screen mirroring” feature uses Miracast technology to display the screen of a compatible device

on the TV. A wireless router (access point) is not necessary to use this function.

(A) Smartphone

(B) Tablet

(C) Computer

Press the INPUT button, then select [Screen mirroring].

Operate your Screen mirroring compatible device to connect to the TV.
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When the device is connected to the TV, the screen displayed on the device will also be

displayed on the TV.

For details, refer to the instruction manual of your device.

Note

While the standby screen for the Screen mirroring is displayed, the wireless connection between

the TV and your wireless router (access point) is disconnected, therefore communication via the

Internet is stopped.

Hint

You can configure the advanced settings of Screen mirroring by pressing the HOME button, then

selecting [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi Direct] — [Advanced settings].

Related topics

Using Wi-Fi Direct to connect to the TV (no wireless router required)

Connected devices

What kind of devices can be connected using the Screen mirroring function?

[44] Using the TV with Other Devices | Smartphones and tablets

Sharing photos/music/videos

Gather around the TV with your family or friends, connect your mobile devices to the TV and view your

favorite photos/videos on the large screen TV, or play your favorite tracks through the TV speakers.

Press the HOME button, then select [Photo Sharing Plus].

Follow the on-screen instructions to connect each mobile device to the TV.

Open the web browser on your mobile device and follow the on-screen instructions to
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access the URL shown on the TV screen.

Follow the on-screen instructions on your mobile device to view photos or play

music/videos on the TV, or save photos/videos displayed on the TV.

Note

If the TV uses the 5GHz band to connect to a wireless router (or access point), the connection is

disconnected when this function is started.

Up to 10 mobile devices can be connected to the TV at the same time. To connect another

device when 10 devices are already connected, disconnect an unnecessary device, then

connect the other device.

The default browser for Android 2.3 or later is supported.

The default browser for iOS is supported, however, some functions cannot be used depending

on the version of your iOS.

iOS devices cannot upload music to the TV.

Related topics

Using Wi-Fi Direct to connect to the TV (no wireless router required)

[45] Using the TV with Other Devices | Smartphones and tablets

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your
smartphone/tablet

You can install the “Video & TV SideView” app in your mobile device and use the mobile device to

control the TV. To use your mobile device as a TV remote control, register it to the TV as a remote

device. (Registration is required only for the first time.)

(A) Wi-Fi or Ethernet
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(B) Router

(C) Modem

(D) Internet

(E) Wi-Fi Direct

(F) Wi-Fi

(G) Mobile device

Available operations when using the “Video & TV SideView”
app

Powering on and controlling the TV as a remote control

Entering text using the mobile device’s keyboard

For comprehensive information about the “Video & TV SideView” app, refer to the following website:

http://info.tvsideview.sony.net

For details on how to use the “Video & TV SideView” app, refer to the app’s help guide.

Hint

You can search and download the “Video & TV SideView” app from here:

Google Play (for Android OS)

App Store (for iOS)

Registering a mobile device to the TV
Mutual registration (the following steps) is required only for the first time.

Connect the TV to your home network.

Connect the mobile device to the home network that the TV is connected to or search for

the TV from the list of available Wi-Fi Direct devices.

Launch the “Video & TV SideView” app on the mobile device.

Select the TV from the detected device list, then perform the required operation on your

device.

Hint

You can also connect the “Video & TV SideView” app to the TV using Wi-Fi Direct. Press the
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HOME button, enable the TV’s Wi-Fi Direct function by selecting [Settings] — [Network] —

[Wi Fi Direct] — [Wi Fi Direct].

Then, navigate to the [Wi Fi Direct settings] page by selecting [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi

Direct] — [Wi Fi Direct settings].

To turn on the TV from “Video & TV SideView” on your
mobile device

To enable [Remote start], press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] —

[Remote start].

Standby power consumption increases if this option is enabled.

Note

Make sure that [Remote device/Renderer] is enabled. To confirm the setting, press the HOME

button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Home network] — [Remote device/Renderer] —

[Remote device/Renderer].

The name and available functions of “Video & TV SideView” are subject to change.

Related topics

Using Wi-Fi Direct to connect to the TV (no wireless router required)

Connected devices

[46] Using the TV with Other Devices

Computers, cameras, and camcorders

Connecting a computer and viewing stored content

Connecting a camera or camcorder and viewing stored content

Computer video signal specifications

[47] Using the TV with Other Devices | Computers, cameras, and camcorders

Connecting a computer and viewing stored content
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To connect a computer
Use an HDMI cable to connect your computer to the TV.

(A) Computer

(B) HDMI cable (not supplied)

 Be sure to use an authorized HIGH SPEED HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

To check the video signal specifications

Computer video signal specifications

To view content stored on a computer
After connecting the computer, press the HOME button, then select the input the computer is

connected to.

To check the supported file formats

Supported files and formats

Note

For optimum picture quality, we recommend that you set your computer to output video signals

according to one of the settings listed in “Computer video signal specifications”.

Depending on the connection status, the image may be blurred or smeared. In this case, change

the computer’s settings and select another input signal from the “Computer video signal

specifications” list.

[48] Using the TV with Other Devices | Computers, cameras, and camcorders

Connecting a camera or camcorder and viewing

*

*
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stored content

To connect a camera or camcorder
Connect your Sony digital still camera or camcorder using an HDMI cable. Use a cable that has an

HDMI mini jack (socket) for the digital still camera/camcorder end, and a standard HDMI jack (socket)

for the TV end.

(A) Digital still camera

(B) Camcorder

(C) HDMI cable (not supplied)

 Be sure to use an authorized HIGH SPEED HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

To view content stored on a digital still camera/camcorder

After connecting the digital still camera/camcorder, turn it on.

Press the INPUT button repeatedly to select the connected digital still camera/camcorder.

Start playback on the connected digital still camera/camcorder.

To check the supported file formats

Supported files and formats

Hint

If you connect a BRAVIA Sync-compatible device, you can operate it by simply using the TV’s

remote control. Make sure that the device is BRAVIA Sync-compatible. Some devices may not

be compatible with BRAVIA Sync even though they have an HDMI jack (socket).

Related topics

*

*
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BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

[49] Using the TV with Other Devices | Computers, cameras, and camcorders

Computer video signal specifications

(Resolution, Horizontal frequency/Vertical frequency)

640 x 480, 31.5 kHz/60 Hz

800 x 600, 37.9 kHz/60 Hz

1024 x 768, 48.4 kHz/60 Hz

1152 x 864, 67.5 kHz/75 Hz

1280 x 1024, 64.0 kHz/60 Hz

1600 x 900, 56.0 kHz/60 Hz

1680 x 1050, 65.3 kHz/60 Hz

1920 x 1080, 67.5 kHz/60 Hz 

 1080p timing, when applied to the HDMI input, will be treated as video timing and not computer

timing. This will affect the [Screen] settings in [Picture & Display]. To view computer content, set [Wide

mode] to [Full], and [Display area] to [+1]. ([Display area] is configurable only when [Auto display area]

is disabled.)

Note

This TV does not support interlaced computer signals.

1920 x 1080/60 Hz output may not be available, depending on your computer. Even if 1920 x

1080/60 Hz output is selected, the actual output signal may differ. In this case, change the

computer’s settings, then set your computer to use a different video signal.

[50] Using the TV with Other Devices

Audio system

Connecting an audio system

Adjusting audio system-related settings

*

*
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[51] Using the TV with Other Devices | Audio system

Connecting an audio system

See the illustrations below to connect an audio system such as an AV receiver or sound bar. After

finishing the connection, configure the audio settings to play TV sound through the audio system (refer

to the related topic link at the bottom of this page).

To connect an ARC capable audio system using an HDMI
cable
If your audio system features HDMI output jacks (sockets), you can connect the TV to your audio

system using an HDMI cable.

(A) AV receiver or sound bar

(B) HDMI cable (not supplied)

 Be sure to use an authorized HIGH SPEED HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

Hint

When connecting a BRAVIA Sync-compatible digital audio system with Audio Return Channel

(ARC) technology, connect it to the HDMI IN jack (socket) labeled with the “ARC” mark with an

HDMI cable. However, if connecting a system that is not BRAVIA Sync-compatible or Audio

Return Channel capable, you must also connect the TV to the audio system using the DIGITAL

AUDIO OUT (OPTICAL) jack (socket).

See the instruction manual of the audio system for details on connecting other devices and for

set-up.

Note

The location of the HDMI port that supports ARC varies depending on your model. Refer to the

Reference Guide.

*

*
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To connect an audio system that is not ARC capable using
an optical audio cable
You can connect the TV’s audio output to an audio system using an optical audio cable.

(A) AV receiver or Sound bar

(B) Optical audio cable (not supplied)

Hint

See the instruction manual of the audio system for details on connecting other devices and for

set-up.

To connect an audio system using an audio cable
You can connect the TV’s audio output to an audio system using a stereo to RCA analog audio cable.

(A) AV receiver or Sound bar

(B) Audio cable (not supplied)

Hint

See the instruction manual of the audio system for details on connecting other devices and for

the set-up.

Related topics
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Adjusting audio system-related settings

[52] Using the TV with Other Devices | Audio system

Adjusting audio system-related settings

When using the HDMI connection or optical audio
connection

After connecting the TV to your audio system, press the ACTION MENU button, then

select [Speakers] — [Audio system].

Turn on the connected audio system, then adjust the volume.

If you connect a BRAVIA Sync-compatible device with an HDMI connection, you can

operate it by simply using the TV’s remote control.

Note

You need to configure the [Digital audio out] settings according to your audio system. Press the

HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Sound] — [Digital audio out].

When using the audio cable connection

After connecting the TV to your audio system, press the HOME button, then select

[Settings] — [Sound] — [Headphone/Audio out] — [Audio out (Fixed)].

Turn on the connected audio system, then adjust the volume.

Hint

When using an external audio system, the audio out of the TV can be operated using the TV’s

remote control if [Headphone/Audio out] is set to [Audio out (Variable)]. Press the HOME button,

then select [Settings] — [Sound] — [Headphone/Audio out] — [Audio out (Variable)].

When connecting a subwoofer, press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Sound] —

[Headphone/Audio out] — [Subwoofer].
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Related topics

Connecting an audio system

No sound but good picture.

No audio or low audio with a home theater system.

[53] Using the TV with Other Devices

Bluetooth devices

Connecting a Bluetooth device

Supported Bluetooth profiles

[54] Using the TV with Other Devices | Bluetooth devices

Connecting a Bluetooth device

To pair the TV with a Bluetooth device

Turn the Bluetooth device on and put it in pairing mode.

To put your Bluetooth device in pairing mode, refer to the instruction manual of the

device.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Bluetooth settings] — [Device list] —

[Add accessory] to put the TV in pairing mode.

A list of available Bluetooth devices will be displayed.

Select the desired device from the list, then follow the on-screen instructions.

If you are prompted to enter a passcode, refer to the instruction manual of the device.

After pairing is completed, the device connects to the TV.

Related topics

Supported Bluetooth profiles

Operation cuts out, or a device does not work.
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[55] Using the TV with Other Devices | Bluetooth devices

Supported Bluetooth profiles

The TV supports the following profiles:

HID (Human Interface Device Profile)

HOGP (HID over GATT Profile)

3DSP (3D Synchronization Profile)

SPP (Serial Port Profile)

 Available depending on your model/region/country.

Related topics

Connecting a Bluetooth device

[56] Using the TV with Other Devices

Sony wireless subwoofer (optional) (Sony wireless
subwoofer supported models only)

Connecting a wireless subwoofer (optional)

Adjusting wireless subwoofer-related settings (optional)

[57] Using the TV with Other Devices | Sony wireless subwoofer (optional) (Sony wireless subwoofer

supported models only)

Connecting a wireless subwoofer (optional)

You can use the optional Wireless Subwoofer SWF-BR100 to extend the bass response of the TV’s

sound.

The availability of this feature depends on your model/region/country.

TVs that support the Wireless Subwoofer indicate “SWF-BR100” in the specifications section of the

Reference Guide.

*

*
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(A) Wireless Transceiver

(B) Wireless Subwoofer SWF-BR100

(C) Audio cable

Connect the audio cable (supplied) to the Wireless Transceiver.

Connect the other end of the audio cable to the AUDIO OUT / jack (socket) of the TV.

Connect the Wireless Transceiver to the USB port of the TV.

[Headphone/Audio out] is automatically set to [Subwoofer].

Position the Wireless Subwoofer and connect it to the AC power.

We recommend that the Wireless Subwoofer be placed as close as possible to the TV.

Hint

When the Wireless Transceiver is disconnected, [Headphone/Audio out] is automatically

restored to its original setting.

For details on how to set up the Wireless Subwoofer, refer to the instruction manual supplied

with the Wireless Subwoofer.

Related topics

Adjusting wireless subwoofer-related settings (optional)

[58] Using the TV with Other Devices | Sony wireless subwoofer (optional) (Sony wireless subwoofer

supported models only)

Adjusting wireless subwoofer-related settings
(optional)
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Sony wireless subwoofer supported models have [Wireless Subwoofer power] in [Settings] — [Sound]

— [Sound adjustments].

The sound settings of the Wireless Subwoofer have already been set to the recommended values for

your TV. Follow the instructions below to change the settings to suit your preferences.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Sound] — [Sound adjustments] —

[Advanced settings] — [Sound mode related] — [Wireless Subwoofer].

Available Options

[Wireless Subwoofer level]

Adjusts the volume level of the Wireless Subwoofer.

[Cut off frequency (50-200Hz)]

Adjusts the cutoff frequency of the Wireless Subwoofer. All frequencies below the cutoff frequency are

output to the Wireless Subwoofer.

[Phase]

Sets the phase polarity. Select the setting to suit your preference.

[Wireless Subwoofer sync]

Adjusts the time lag of the Wireless Subwoofer sound. If the sound produced by the Wireless

Subwoofer is too late, use [+]; if it is too early, use [-].

[Reset Wireless Subwoofer settings]

Resets the Wireless Subwoofer settings to their initial values.

To set the power control method of the Wireless Subwoofer

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Sound] — [Sound adjustments] —

[Wireless Subwoofer power].

Related topics

Connecting a wireless subwoofer (optional)

[59] Using the TV with Other Devices

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

BRAVIA Sync overview
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Using features available for BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Adjusting BRAVIA Sync settings

[60] Using the TV with Other Devices | BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

BRAVIA Sync overview

If a BRAVIA Sync-compatible device (e.g., BD player, AV amplifier) is connected with an HDMI cable,

you can operate the device with the TV’s remote control.

Related topics

Using features available for BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Adjusting BRAVIA Sync settings

[61] Using the TV with Other Devices | BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Using features available for BRAVIA Sync-
compatible devices

The [Sync Menu] is primarily used to operate BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices from the TV.

Press the ACTION MENU button, and select [Sync Menu].

Blu-ray/DVD player
Automatically turns the Blu-ray/DVD player on and switches the input to the Blu-ray/DVD player

when you select it from the Home Menu or Sync Menu.

Automatically turns the TV on and switches the input to the connected Blu-ray/DVD player when the

Blu-ray/DVD player starts to play.

Automatically turns the connected Blu-ray/DVD player off when you turn the TV off.
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Controls menu operation (  /  /  /  buttons), playback (e.g.,  button), and

channel selection of the connected Blu-ray/DVD player through the TV’s remote control.

AV amplifier
Automatically turns the connected AV amplifier on and switches the sound output from the TV

speaker to the audio system when you turn the TV on. This function is only available if you have

previously used the AV amplifier to output the TV’s sound.

Automatically switches the sound output to the AV amplifier by turning the AV amplifier on when the

TV is turned on.

Automatically turns the connected AV amplifier off when you turn the TV off.

Adjusts the volume (  +/– buttons) and mutes the sound (  button) of the connected AV

amplifier through the TV’s remote control.

Video camera
Automatically turns the TV on and switches the input to the connected video camera when the

camera is turned on.

Automatically turns the connected video camera off when you turn the TV off.

Controls menu operation (  /  /  /  buttons), playback (e.g.,  button) of the

connected video camera through the TV’s remote control.

Note

“BRAVIA Sync control” (BRAVIA Sync) is only available for connected BRAVIA Sync-compatible

devices that have the BRAVIA Sync logo.

Related topics

BRAVIA Sync overview

Adjusting BRAVIA Sync settings

[62] Using the TV with Other Devices | BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Adjusting BRAVIA Sync settings

Turn on the connected device.
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To enable [BRAVIA Sync control], press the HOME button, then select [Settings] —

[External inputs] — [BRAVIA Sync settings] — [BRAVIA Sync control].

Activate BRAVIA Sync on the connected device.

When a specific Sony BRAVIA Sync-compatible device is connected and powered on

and [BRAVIA Sync control] is enabled, BRAVIA Sync is automatically activated on that

device. For details, refer to the instruction manual of the connected device.

Available options

Available options are shown below. (Options vary depending on your model/region/country.)

[Device auto power off]

If disabled, the connected device does not turn off automatically when the TV is turned off.

[TV auto power on]

If disabled, the TV does not turn on automatically when the connected device is turned on.

[BRAVIA Sync device list]

Displays the BRAVIA Sync device list.

[Device control keys]

Allows you to set buttons to control an HDMI connected device.

To use the Sync Menu

Press the SYNC MENU button, then select the desired item in the Sync Menu.

Hint

If you press the SYNC MENU button, the promotion screen is displayed in the following

situations:

An HDMI device is not connected.

[BRAVIA Sync control] is disabled.

Related topics

BRAVIA Sync overview

Using features available for BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

[63] Using the TV with Other Devices
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Connecting an IR Blaster (IR Blaster compatible
models only)

IR Blaster compatible models have [IR Blaster setup] in [Settings] — [External inputs].

The IR Blaster allows you to operate a set-top box or AV Receiver that is connected to the TV, with the

TV’s remote control.

(IR Blaster compatible models may not be available depending on your model/country.)

(A) Set-top box or AV Receiver

(B) IR Blaster cable

(C) IR Blaster jack (socket)

To set up the IR Blaster

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [External inputs] — [IR Blaster setup].

Select the desired device from the list, then follow the on-screen instructions.

Hint

The IR Blaster can operate an AV receiver. To set up an AV receiver, press the HOME button,

then select [Settings] — [External inputs] — [IR Blaster setup] — [AV receiver control setup].

If the AV receiver is a BRAVIA Sync-compatible device, an IR Blaster is not needed.

Note

Some external devices may not respond to some items in the “Action Menu”.

If you press and hold a button on the remote control, the operation may not be transmitted.

Instead, press the button repeatedly.

Make sure that the IR Blaster is correctly set up and the IR transmitter is located near the IR

receiver of the external device.
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Make sure that your TV supports the external device.

Related topics

An external device (such as a set-top box or AV receiver) cannot be controlled via the IR

Blaster. (IR Blaster compatible models only)

[64] Using the TV with Other Devices

Viewing pictures in 4K from compatible devices

Viewing pictures in 4K resolution

Settings for viewing pictures in 4K resolution with higher quality

[65] Using the TV with Other Devices | Viewing pictures in 4K from compatible devices

Viewing pictures in 4K resolution

A picture with a 4K or higher resolution can be displayed in 4K resolution (3840×2160). You can

connect a digital still camera/camcorder that supports HDMI 4K output to HDMI IN of the TV to display

high resolution photos stored on the camera. You can also display high resolution photos stored in

connected USB devices or your home network.

The availability of this function depends on your region/country.

(A) Digital still camera

(B) Camcorder

(C) USB device

(D) Network device

To view pictures stored on a USB device or network device in 4K resolution

Connect the USB device or network device to the TV.
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Press the HOME button, then select [Album] — the USB device, server, or preset folder

containing the file to play — the folder or file from the list.

If you select a folder, select the file.

To view pictures stored on a digital still camera/camcorder

Connect a digital still camera or camcorder that supports HDMI output to the HDMI IN jack

(socket) of the TV, using an HDMI cable.

Press the INPUT button repeatedly to select the connected device.

Set the connected device to 4K output.

Start playback on the connected device.

To check the supported file formats

Supported files and formats

To view pictures in 4K resolution with higher quality

You can set the HDMI signal format to [Enhanced format] to view pictures in 4K resolution with higher

quality.

For information about Enhanced format or changing the settings, refer to the Settings for viewing

pictures in 4K resolution with higher quality page.

Note

A 3D picture cannot be displayed.

If you change the picture by pressing the  /  buttons, it may take time to display.

Related topics

Computers, cameras, and camcorders

USB devices

Connecting to a Network

[66] Using the TV with Other Devices | Viewing pictures in 4K from compatible devices
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Settings for viewing pictures in 4K resolution with
higher quality

When you display the High-Quality 4K format with the HDMI input, set [HDMI signal format] in [External

inputs].

HDMI signal format
To change the HDMI signal format setting, press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [External

inputs] — [HDMI signal format].

Standard format

Standard HDMI format  for normal use.

Enhanced format

High-Quality HDMI format . Set only when using capable devices.

 HDR included (HDR models only). HDR models have [HDR mode] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display]

— [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Video options].

 4K 60p 4:2:0 10bit, 4:4:4:, 4:2:2 etc.

Note

When using [Enhanced format], picture and sound may not be output correctly. In this case,

connect the device to an HDMI IN that is in [Standard format], or change the HDMI signal format

of HDMI IN to [Standard format].

Set to [Enhanced format] only when using compatible devices.

When you watch 4K picture with High-Quality, use a Premium High Speed HDMI Cable(s) that

supports speeds of 18 Gbps. For details on a Premium High Speed HDMI Cable(s) that supports

18 Gbps, refer to the cable specifications.

In some models, the HDMI signal format of HDMI IN 2 and 3 changes at the same time.

Related topics

Viewing pictures in 4K resolution

[67]

Connecting to a Network

*1

*1*2

*1

*2
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Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Connecting to a network using a wireless connection

Home network features

[68] Connecting to a Network

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable
A wired LAN connection allows you to access the Internet and your home network. Connect a LAN

cable to your TV.

(A) LAN cable

(B) Computer

(C) Modem with router functions

(D) Internet

Set up your LAN router.

For details, refer to the instruction manual of your LAN router, or contact the person

who set up the network (network administrator).

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Network setup] — [Easy].

Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the set-up.

Note

The network-related settings that are required may vary depending on the Internet service

provider or router. For details, refer to the instruction manuals provided by the Internet service

provider or those supplied with the router. You can also contact the person who set up the
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network (network administrator).

[69] Connecting to a Network

Connecting to a network using a wireless
connection

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

Using Wi-Fi Direct to connect to the TV (no wireless router required)

[70] Connecting to a Network | Connecting to a network using a wireless connection

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

The built-in wireless LAN device allows you to access the Internet and enjoy the benefits of networking

in a cable-free environment.

(A) Computer

(B) Wireless router (access point)

(C) Modem

(D) Internet

Set up your wireless router (or access point).

For details, refer to the instruction manual of your wireless router (or access point), or

contact the person who set up the network (network administrator).

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Network setup] — [Easy].

Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the set-up.
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To turn off the built-in wireless LAN

To disable [Built-in Wi Fi], press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Advanced

settings] — [Built-in Wi Fi].

Hint

For smooth video streaming:

Change the setting of your wireless router (or access point) to a high-speed networking

standard such as 802.11n if possible.

For details on how to change the setting, refer to the instruction manual of your wireless

router (or access point), or contact the person who set up the network (network

administrator).

If the above procedure does not deliver any improvement, change the setting of your wireless

router (or access point) to 5GHz, which may help improve the video streaming quality.

The 5GHz band may not be supported depending on your region/country. If the 5GHz band is

not supported, the TV can only connect to a wireless router (access point) using the 2.4GHz

band.

To use WEP security with a wireless router (or access point), select [Settings] — [Network] —

[Network setup] — [Easy] — [Wi Fi] — [Connect by scan list].

Note

The network-related settings that are required may vary depending on the Internet service

provider or router. For details, refer to the instruction manuals provided by the Internet service

provider or those supplied with the router. You can also contact the person who set up the

network (network administrator).

If you select the [Show password] option in the password entry screen, the exposed password

may be seen by other individuals.

Related topics

Network (Internet/home)/apps

[71] Connecting to a Network | Connecting to a network using a wireless connection

Using Wi-Fi Direct to connect to the TV (no
wireless router required)
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You can connect a device to the TV wirelessly, without using a wireless router, and then stream videos,

photos, and music that is stored on your device directly to the TV.

To enable [Wi Fi Direct], press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] —

[Wi Fi Direct] — [Wi Fi Direct].

Select [Wi Fi Direct settings].

Select the TV name displayed on the TV screen with the Wi-Fi Direct device.

If the device does not support Wi-Fi Direct, select the [Show Network (SSID)/Password].

Operate the Wi-Fi Direct/Wi-Fi device to connect with the TV.

Send content from the Wi-Fi Direct/Wi-Fi device to the TV.

For details, refer to the instruction manual of the device.

If the connection does not succeed

When the standby screen for the Wi-Fi Direct setting is displayed, select [Show Network

(SSID)/Password] and follow the on-screen instructions to complete the set-up.

To connect another device

Follow the steps above to connect devices. Up to 10 devices can be connected at the same time. To

connect another device when 10 devices are already connected, disconnect an unnecessary device,

then connect the other device.

To change the name of the TV shown on the connected device

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [About] — [Device name].
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To list connected devices/deregister devices

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi Direct] — [Advanced settings] —

[Show device list/Delete].

To deregister a device, select the device in the list to delete, then press the  button. Then, select

[Yes] in the confirmation display.

To deregister all devices, select [Delete all] in the list, then [Yes] in the confirmation display.

To change the band setting (for experts)

When your TV is not connected wirelessly to a router, you can select the wireless band for the Wi-Fi

Direct function. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi Direct] —

[Advanced settings] — [Band setting].

[Auto]

Normally use this option. It automatically selects an appropriate band for the Wi-Fi Direct function.

[Auto (2.4GHz band)]

Use this option when connecting with devices that support 2.4GHz only. This option may support more

devices than other options.

[Auto (5GHz band)]

Use this option when connecting with devices that support 5GHz. This option may improve video

streaming quality.

Note that when you select this option, the TV cannot connect with devices that support 2.4GHz only.

[Manual]

Use this option to select a specific wireless channel.

Hint

For information about the supported wireless band of your device, refer to the instruction manual

of your device.

The 5GHz band may not be supported depending on your region/country. If the 5GHz band is

not supported, you can only use [Auto] and [Manual].

Note

If the TV is connected to a wireless router (or access point) at 5GHz:

The 5GHz wireless connection will be disconnected when [Wi Fi Direct settings] is selected.

While the connection is disconnected, communication via Internet is stopped.
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The connection will resume automatically after exiting from [Wi Fi Direct settings].

The 5GHz band may not be supported depending on your region/country.

Related topics

The TV cannot be found by a Wi-Fi Direct device.

[72] Connecting to a Network

Home network features

Adjusting home network settings

Playing content from a computer

Playing content from a media server

RVU statement (RVU compliant models only)

[73] Connecting to a Network | Home network features

Adjusting home network settings

You can adjust the following home network settings.

To check the server connection

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Home network] — [Server diagnostics]

— follow the on-screen instructions to perform diagnostics.

To use the remote device/renderer function

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Home network] — [Remote

device/Renderer] — the desired option.

[Remote device/Renderer]

Enable the renderer function.

You can play photo/music/video files in a controller (e.g., digital still camera) on the TV screen by

operating the device directly. You can also use a mobile device as a TV remote control over your home

network.

[Remote devices]
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Edit the list of mobile devices registered to use as a TV remote control.

[Renderer access control]

Select [Auto access permission] to access the TV automatically when a controller accesses the TV

for the first time.

Select [Custom settings] to change the access permission settings of each controller.

Related topics

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

[74] Connecting to a Network | Home network features

Playing content from a computer

You can play photo/music/video files stored on a server (e.g., computer) that is connected to the same

home network that the TV is connected to.

(A) Computer (Server)

(B) Router

(C) Modem

(D) Internet

Connect the TV to your home network.

Press the HOME button, then select [Album], [Video], or [Music] — the server containing

the file to play — the folder or file from the list.

If you select a folder, select the desired file.

Playback starts.

To check the supported file formats

Supported files and formats

Note
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Depending on the file, playback may not be possible even when using the supported formats.

Related topics

Adjusting home network settings

[75] Connecting to a Network | Home network features

Playing content from a media server

You can play photo/music/video files in a controller (e.g., digital still camera) on the TV screen by

operating the controller directly. The controller should also be renderer-compatible.

(A) Digital still camera (Controller)

(B) Router

(C) Modem

(D) Internet

Connect the TV to your home network.

Operate the controller to start playing the content on the TV screen.

Related topics

Adjusting home network settings

[76] Connecting to a Network | Home network features

RVU statement (RVU compliant models only)

RVU compliant models have [RVU] in [Settings] — [External inputs] — [Manage inputs].
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Your TV is equipped with RVU technology which may allow it to connect to compatible satellite

receivers over your home network without the need for a dedicated box. Contact your satellite provider

for additional information.

[77]

Settings

Configuring the TV

Setting a timer

[78] Settings

Configuring the TV

[TV]

[Network & Accessories]

[System Preferences]

[Personal]

[Expert panel settings](only models equipped with an OLED panel)

[79] Settings | Configuring the TV

[TV]

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [TV] — the desired option.

Available options
[Channels]

Configures the settings related to receiving broadcast programming.

[External inputs]

Configures the settings of the external inputs and BRAVIA Sync.

[Picture & Display]

Adjusts the picture and screen display settings such as screen brightness.
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[Sound]

Adjusts the sound settings and speaker-related options.

[Illumination LED]

Customizes the Illumination LED.

(The availability of this function depends on your model.)

[Power]

Changes the settings related to power consumption.

[Apps]

Changes the settings related to apps.

[Daydream]

Configures the settings of the screen saver.

[Storage & reset]

Changes the settings related to data storage.

[About]

Displays the information about the TV.

[80] Settings | Configuring the TV

[Network & Accessories]

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network & Accessories] — the desired option.

Available options
[Network]

Sets up and checks the network and server connections.

[Google Cast]

Displays information about the Google Cast feature.

[Bluetooth settings]

Setup for registering/deregistering Bluetooth devices.

[Voice Remote Control]

Setup for pairing the Voice Remote Control.
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[81] Settings | Configuring the TV

[System Preferences]

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [System Preferences] — the desired option.

Available options
[Date & time]

Adjusts the current time.

[Language]

Selects the menu language.

[Keyboard]

Configures the settings of the on-screen keyboard.

[Search]

Configures the settings of the search function.

[Speech]

Configures the settings of speech-recognition feature.

[Accessibility]

Configures the settings of accessibility features and services for helping users navigate their devices

more easily.

[Region]

Sets your location to receive region-specific information.

(This option may not be available depending on your region/country.)

[Retail mode settings]

Enriches the display for shop front use by setting [Demo mode], etc.

[Picture adjustments lock]

Locks the picture adjustments to prevent them from being changed.

(This option may not be available depending on your region/country.)

[82] Settings | Configuring the TV

[Personal]
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Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Personal] — the desired option.

Available options
[Location]

Configures the location settings to acquire the user location.

[Security & restrictions]

Configures the security settings such as passwords.

[Parental lock (Broadcast)]

Configures the parental lock settings for broadcasts and other items.

[Parental lock (Streaming channels)]

Configures the parental lock settings for streaming channels.

[Add account]

Adds various service accounts such as Google accounts and Sony Entertainment Network (SEN)

accounts.

[83] Settings | Configuring the TV

[Expert panel settings](only models equipped with
an OLED panel)

These options are available for models equipped with an OLED panel and are used to prevent image

retention.

If the same image is displayed repeatedly or for long periods of time, image retention may occur.

The TV has two functions, [Pixel shift] and [Panel refresh], that are designed to reduce image retention.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [Expert panel settings] — the

desired option.

Available options
[Pixel shift]

Moves the displayed image at regular intervals to prevent image retention. Under normal

circumstances, use the TV with this option enabled.

[Panel refresh]
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Manually perform a panel refresh only when image retention is particularly noticeable.

Note

Perform panel refresh only when image retention is particularly noticeable. As a reference,

perform it only once a year. Avoid performing it more than once a year because it may affect the

usable life of the panel.

Panel refresh takes about one hour to complete. A white line may be displayed on the screen

during the panel refresh. This is not a malfunction of the TV.

Perform adjustments when the room temperature is between 10°C (50°F) and 40°C (104°F). If

the room temperature is outside this range, the panel refresh may not complete.

[84] Settings

Setting a timer

To set the on timer
On timer automatically turns on the TV at a specific time, such as when a program that you want to

watch comes on. It also allows you to use the TV as an alarm clock.

Press the HOME button, then select [Timers] — [Timer] — the desired option.

To set the sleep timer
Sleep timer automatically turns off the TV after a preset time.

Press the HOME button, then select [Timers] — [Sleep timer] — the desired option.

Note

When you turn off the TV and turn it on again, [Sleep timer] is reset to [Off].

[85]

Troubleshooting

Start here Experiencing trouble? Start here.
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Picture (quality)/screen

Keyboard

Broadcast reception

Sound

Network (Internet/home)/apps

Remote control/accessories

Power

Connected devices

Illumination LED

[86] Troubleshooting

Start here

Self diagnostics

Software updates

If a full reset (restart) of the TV is required

[87] Troubleshooting | Start here

Self diagnostics

How to check if the TV is working properly.
Press the HOME button, then select [Self diagnostics] under [Help].

[88] Troubleshooting | Start here

Software updates

Sony will provide software updates from time to time in order to enhance functionality and provide

users with the latest TV experience. The easiest way to receive software updates is via an internet

connection to the TV.

To turn on automatic software download
To enable [Automatic software download], press the HOME button, then select [Help] — [System
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software update] — [Automatic software download].

Hint

To update the software manually, select [Check for a system software update] in the [System

software update] screen.

If you do not wish to update the software automatically, disable [Automatic software download].

Updating software via USB storage device
If you do not have a network connection, you can also update the software by using a USB storage

device. Use your computer to download the latest software from the Sony support website onto a USB

storage device. Insert the USB storage device to a USB port on the TV and the software update will

start automatically.

If you will update the TV software by using a USB storage device, you should read the cautions for

update by USB storage device on the website.

For more about the support site, please see the Support Site page.

Related topics

Connecting to a Network

[89] Troubleshooting | Start here

If a full reset (restart) of the TV is required

If you have trouble such as the picture not displaying on the screen or the remote control not working,

try the following procedure.

Press and hold the power button on the remote control for about 5 seconds. The TV will turn off and

then restart automatically after a short time. Your personal settings and data will not be lost after the TV

restarts (it is the same as unplugging the AC power cord (mains lead)).

[90] Troubleshooting

Picture (quality)/screen
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Picture quality is not as good as viewed at the store.

Distorted picture.

The screen flickers.

No color/Dark picture/Color is not correct/Picture is too bright.

Dark screen. How to brighten the screen.

Color is not correct. How to adjust the color tone.

Screen format/wide mode changes automatically.

Suddenly the picture becomes small.

Black bands appear at the edges of the screen.

A black box appears on the screen.

There are banners/tickers at the top or bottom of the screen.

3D pictures are not displayed. The 3D effect is weak. (3D models only)

Black bars appear on both sides of the screen when watching 3D pictures. (3D models only)

You cannot turn off 3D display while watching 3D content. (3D models only)

The message [3D signal has been detected.] automatically appears when 3D signal is detected. (3D

models only)

A message about an app asking for permission to access a TV function is displayed.

The screen becomes darker after a certain period of time. (only models equipped with an OLED panel)

The message [Panel refresh did not finish] is displayed. (only models equipped with an OLED panel)

You are concerned about an image retention. (only models equipped with an OLED panel)

A white line appears on the screen. (only models equipped with an OLED panel)

Panel refresh does not complete. (only models equipped with an OLED panel)

[91] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Picture quality is not as good as viewed at the
store.

Picture quality depends on the signal content.

The picture quality may improve if you change it in [Picture & Display] under [Settings].

Related topics

[TV]
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[92] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Distorted picture.

Check the antenna/cable connection.

Keep the antenna/cable away from other connecting cables.

When installing an optional device, leave some space between the device and the TV.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] —

[Motion] — [Motionflow] — [Standard] or [Off]. (For [Motionflow] compatible models only)

[Motionflow] compatible models have [Motionflow] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [Picture

adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Motion].

Change the current setting of [CineMotion] to another setting.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] —

[Motion] — [CineMotion].

Make sure that the antenna is connected using a high quality 75-ohm coaxial cable.

Related topics

Ghosting or double images appear.

The screen flickers.

[93] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

The screen flickers.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] —

[Motion] — [Motionflow] — [Standard]. (For [Motionflow] compatible models only)

[Motionflow] compatible models have [Motionflow] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [Picture

adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Motion].

Related topics

Distorted picture.

[94] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

No color/Dark picture/Color is not correct/Picture is
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too bright.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] to make adjustments.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] —

[Reset].

If you set [Power saving] to [Low] or [High], the black level will be enhanced. Press the HOME

button, then select [Settings] — [Power] — [Eco] — [Power saving].

Related topics

Dark screen. How to brighten the screen.

Color is not correct. How to adjust the color tone.

[95] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Dark screen. How to brighten the screen.

Press the ACTION MENU button, select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings], and adjust

[Brightness] or [Contrast].

Check the [Power saving] option setting in [Eco]. If it is [Low] or [High], the screen darkens. Select

[Power] — [Eco], and set [Power saving] to [Off] to brighten the screen.

Related topics

No color/Dark picture/Color is not correct/Picture is too bright.

[96] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Color is not correct. How to adjust the color tone.

Press the ACTION MENU button, select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings], and adjust

[Hue] or [Color temperature].

To deepen the color tone, adjust [Color] or [Live Color]. Press the ACTION MENU button, and then

select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings].

Related topics
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No color/Dark picture/Color is not correct/Picture is too bright.

[97] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Screen format/wide mode changes automatically.

When changing the channel or video input, if [Auto wide] in [Screen] is enabled, the current [Wide

mode] setting is automatically changed according to the input signal. To lock the [Wide mode]

setting, disable [Auto wide].

Related topics

Suddenly the picture becomes small.

[98] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Suddenly the picture becomes small.

The picture becomes smaller during commercials due to the method used by the provider to

broadcast content. When HD content channels switch to SD content (commercials), the picture may

become small with a black border.

[Auto wide] in [Screen] will not expand the picture while the content switches since the content

information is regulated by the channel signal provider. You can manually change the [Wide mode]

setting if desired, which will remain in effect until you change the channel/input or manually change

the [Wide mode] setting again.

Related topics

Screen format/wide mode changes automatically.

[99] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Black bands appear at the edges of the screen.

Some wide screen programs are filmed in aspect ratios that are greater than 16:9 (this is especially

common with theatrical releases). Your TV will show these programs with black bands at the top
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and bottom of the screen. For more details, check the documentation that came with your DVD (or

contact your program provider).

Programs in 4:3 aspect ratio will have bands on the left and right sides of the screen.

Programs broadcasted in HD formats (720p and 1080i) with 4:3 content will commonly have black

bands on the left and right sides of the screen which are added by the broadcaster.

[Auto wide] in [Screen] will not expand the picture when the black bands on the sides of the screen

are added by the broadcaster. You can manually set [Wide mode] to [Wide zoom] or [Zoom], which

will remain in effect until you change the channel/input or manually change the [Wide mode] setting

again.

Some cable and satellite set-top boxes can also control the size of the picture. If you are using a

set-top box, refer to the manufacturer of the set-top box for more information.

[100] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

A black box appears on the screen.

A text option is selected although no text is available. Check the [Captions]/[Broadcast closed

captions] settings in [Accessibility]. (Option name differs depending on your region/country.) You

can select a different option from the current option.

[101] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

There are banners/tickers at the top or bottom of
the screen.

In this case, the TV might be in demo mode. Try exiting demo mode.

Press the ACTION MENU button on the remote control and select [Suspend Demo]. Then, press

the HOME button on the remote control and select [Settings] — [Retail mode settings]. Disable

[Demo mode] and [Picture reset mode].

[102] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

3D pictures are not displayed. The 3D effect is
weak. (3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].
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If two pictures are displayed side-by-side, press the ACTION MENU button, then select [3D] — [3D

display] — [3D (Side by Side)].

If two pictures are displayed one above the other, press the ACTION MENU button, then select [3D]

— [3D display] — [3D (Over-Under)].

If the [3D display] screen appears and 3D pictures are not displayed, turn off the device that plays

3D content and turn it on again.

Perceived 3D effect may vary from person to person.

3D signal of 4K cannot be displayed.

For Passive 3D Glasses models, view the TV from the front on. The 3D effect may be less

pronounced depending on the viewing position. Adjust the viewing angle to the screen.

For Active 3D Glasses models

Be sure that there are no obstacles between the TV and the Active 3D Glasses.

Replace the battery in the Active 3D Glasses.

Be sure that the Active 3D Glasses are powered on.

It is necessary to register your Active 3D Glasses to the TV before use. To use the glasses with

another TV, it is necessary to re-register. Turn off the glasses before re-registering.

Wireless devices or microwave ovens may affect the communication between the 3D Glasses and

the TV as the TV uses the 2.4GHz band. In this case, try to register again.

If a device that is not 3D-compatible (such as a home theater system) is connected between the TV

and a 3D-compatible device, the TV will not display 3D pictures. Connect the 3D-compatible device

directly to the TV via an authorized HIGH SPEED HDMI cable bearing the HDMI logo.

Related topics

Understanding the basics of 3D TV (3D models only)

[103] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Black bars appear on both sides of the screen
when watching 3D pictures. (3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].

Black bars appear on both sides of the screen in order to process 3D signals when adjusting the

depth of 3D pictures in [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [3D settings] — [3D depth adjustment].
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[104] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

You cannot turn off 3D display while watching 3D
content. (3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].

For 3D content displayed with the 3D signal, 3D display cannot be turned off on your TV. Turn 3D

settings off on the connected device (such as a Blu-ray player).

[105] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

The message [3D signal has been detected.]
automatically appears when 3D signal is detected.
(3D models only)

3D models have [3D settings] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display].

Deactivate the [3D signal notification] setting. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] —

[Picture & Display] — [3D settings] — [3D signal notification] — [Off].

[106] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

A message about an app asking for permission to
access a TV function is displayed.

Select whether to allow or deny the app access to the displayed function.

You can check the list of app permissions categorized by TV function and change permission

settings for each app. Press the HOME button, select [Settings] — [Apps] — [App permissions] —

the desired TV function.

[107] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

The screen becomes darker after a certain period
of time. (only models equipped with an OLED
panel)
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If the whole image or part of the image remains still, the screen will gradually become darker to

reduce image retention. This is a feature to protect the panel, and is not a malfunction.

[108] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

The message [Panel refresh did not finish] is
displayed. (only models equipped with an OLED
panel)

Panel refresh automatically runs after the TV has been used for a long period of time to reduce image

retention. If the TV is turned on, the AC power cord (mains lead) is unplugged, or the ambient

temperature falls outside of the range between 10°C (50°F) and 40°C (104°F) during the panel refresh,

the process will not complete and this message will appear.

If panel refresh started automatically, it will restart when you turn off the TV with the remote control.

If panel refresh was initiated manually, you must select it again.

[109] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

You are concerned about an image retention. (only
models equipped with an OLED panel)

If the same image is displayed repeatedly or for long periods of time, image retention may occur.

You can manually perform a panel refresh to reduce image retention.

Note

Perform panel refresh only when image retention is particularly noticeable. As a reference,

perform it only once a year. Avoid performing it more than once a year because it may affect the

usable life of the panel.

Images that include clocks and bright colors easily cause image retention. Avoid displaying these

types of images for long periods of time, otherwise image retention may occur.

Related topics

[Expert panel settings](only models equipped with an OLED panel)
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[110] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

A white line appears on the screen. (only models
equipped with an OLED panel)

Panel refresh automatically runs after the TV has been used for a long period of time to reduce

image retention. Panel refresh starts after the TV is turned off and takes about one hour to

complete. A white line may be displayed on the screen during the panel refresh. This is not a

malfunction of the TV.

[111] Troubleshooting | Picture (quality)/screen

Panel refresh does not complete. (only models
equipped with an OLED panel)

Panel refresh works when the room temperature is between 10°C (50°F) and 40°C (104°F). If the

room temperature falls outside of this range during the panel refresh, the process does not finish

and a message is displayed. If the message is displayed, check the temperature of the room.

[112] Troubleshooting

Keyboard

You cannot operate the current screen after the on-screen
keyboard is displayed.

To return to operation of the screen behind the on-screen keyboard, press the BACK button on the

remote control.

[113] Troubleshooting

Broadcast reception

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

Block noise or an error message appears and you cannot watch broadcasts.

Ghosting or double images appear.
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Only snow noise or a black picture appears on the screen.

There is picture or sound noise when viewing an analog TV channel.

Some channels are blank.

Poor reception or poor picture quality with digital broadcasts.

You cannot view digital channels.

You cannot receive or select channels.

Some digital cable channels are not displayed.

Broadcast HD formats have poor quality.

[114] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV
reception.

Make sure that the antenna cable is firmly connected to the TV.

Make sure that the antenna cable is not loose or disconnected.

Make sure that the cable or cable connector of antenna is not damaged.

[115] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Block noise or an error message appears and you
cannot watch broadcasts.

Make sure that the antenna cable is connected to the correct ports (at the TV/connected

devices/wall).

Make sure that the cable is not old or that the inside of the connector is not short-circuited.

[116] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Ghosting or double images appear.

Check cable or antenna connections.

Check the antenna location and direction.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Picture adjustments] — [Advanced settings] —

[Motion] — [Motionflow] — [Standard] or [Off].

(For [Motionflow] compatible models only)
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[Motionflow] compatible models have [Motionflow] in [Settings] — [Picture & Display] — [Picture

adjustments] — [Advanced settings] — [Motion].

Related topics

Distorted picture.

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[117] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Only snow noise or a black picture appears on the
screen.

Check if auto tuning is performed.

Check if the antenna is broken or bent.

Check if the antenna has reached the end of its serviceable life (3-5 years for normal use, 1-2 years

at a seaside location).

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[118] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

There is picture or sound noise when viewing an
analog TV channel.

Check the [Analog channel adjustment] settings.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Channels] — [Channel setup] — [Cable/Antenna]

— [Analog channel adjustment].

Perform [Fine tune] to obtain better picture and sound reception. (Option name differs depending

on your region/country.)

Set [Audio filter] to [Off], [Low] or [High] to improve sound for analog reception.

Make sure that the antenna is connected using a high quality 75-ohm coaxial cable.

Keep the antenna cable away from other connecting cables.
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Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[119] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Some channels are blank.

The channel is for scrambled/subscription service only. Subscribe to a pay TV service.

The channel is used only for data (no picture or sound).

Contact the broadcaster for transmission details.

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[120] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Poor reception or poor picture quality with digital
broadcasts.

Change the position, direction and angle of the terrestrial television antenna to maximize the

antenna signal level. Make sure that the direction of the antenna is not changed unintentionally

(such as by wind).

If you are using a TV signal booster, adjust its signal gain.

If equipment (such as a TV signal distributor) is connected between the antenna and the TV, it may

affect the TV reception. Directly connect the antenna and the TV to check if the reception is

improved.

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[121] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

You cannot view digital channels.
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Ask a local installer if digital transmissions are provided in your area.

Upgrade to a higher gain antenna.

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

You cannot receive or select channels.

Some digital cable channels are not displayed.

[122] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

You cannot receive or select channels.

Perform [Auto program] to add receivable channels that are not present in the TV memory.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Channels] — [Channel setup] — [Cable/Antenna]

— [Auto program].

Check that [Signal type] is set correctly.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Channels] — [Channel setup] — [Cable/Antenna]

— [Signal type].

[Cable]

Set to receive and select cable channels.

[Antenna]

Set to receive and select antenna channels.

Related topics

Some channels are blank.

You cannot view digital channels.

Some digital cable channels are not displayed.

[123] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Some digital cable channels are not displayed.

Certain cable companies have limitations on the broadcast of digital cable channels. Check with
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your cable company for more information.

The digital cable channel may be set to [Hidden] in [Show/Hide channels].

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

You cannot view digital channels.

[124] Troubleshooting | Broadcast reception

Broadcast HD formats have poor quality.

Content and signal quality are regulated by the signal provider. Many HD channels and content are

actually upscaled versions of standard-definition broadcasts. The picture is affected by the quality of

the signal received, which varies between channel and program.

Related topics

Check these things first to troubleshoot your TV reception.

[125] Troubleshooting

Sound

No sound but good picture.

Audio noise.

No audio or low audio with a home theater system.

Distorted sound.

Headphone volume cannot be adjusted.

[126] Troubleshooting | Sound

No sound but good picture.

Check the volume control.

Press MUTING or VOL + button to cancel muting.
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Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Speakers] — [TV speakers].

If it is set to [Audio system], the TV speakers only output key tones or system sounds.

Related topics

No audio or low audio with a home theater system.

[127] Troubleshooting | Sound

Audio noise.

Make sure that the antenna is connected using a high quality 75-ohm coaxial cable.

Keep the antenna cable away from other connecting cables.

To avoid TV interference, make sure to use an undamaged antenna cable.

Related topics

Distorted sound.

[128] Troubleshooting | Sound

No audio or low audio with a home theater system.

Press the ACTION MENU button, then select [Speakers] — [Audio system].

Set [Headphone/Audio out] to [Audio out (Fixed)] in the [Sound] setting.

Depending on your model, if [Speakers] is set to [TV speakers] and [Hi Res upscaling (DSEE HX)]

is set to [Auto], DIGITAL AUDIO OUT (OPTICAL) is muted.

Set [Digital audio out volume] to Max in the [Sound] setting.

When using HDMI input with Super Audio CD or DVD-Audio, DIGITAL AUDIO OUT (OPTICAL) may

not provide an audio signal.

Related topics

Audio noise.

Connecting an audio system
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[129] Troubleshooting | Sound

Distorted sound.

Check the antenna/cable connection.

Keep the antenna/cable away from other connecting cables.

Keep the TV away from electrical noise sources such as cars, hair-dryers, Wi-Fi units, mobile

phones, or optical devices.

When installing an optional device, leave some space between the device and TV.

Set [Audio filter] to [Low] or [High] to improve sound for analog reception. ([Audio filter] may not be

available depending on your region/country.)

Related topics

Audio noise.

[130] Troubleshooting | Sound

Headphone volume cannot be adjusted.

If you cannot adjust the headphone volume with the VOL +/- buttons, press the ACTION MENU

button and select [Headphone volume]

[131] Troubleshooting

Network (Internet/home)/apps

The network name (SSID) of the wireless router (access point) to which you want to connect is not

displayed.

Sometimes video streaming quality is poor.

Wi-Fi connection is lost or intermittent.

Certain Internet video content displays a loss of detail.

Good picture quality but no sound on Internet video content.

Apps are inaccessible.

The TV cannot access the Internet when IPv6 is set.

Your TV cannot connect to the server.

A message appears stating that the TV cannot connect to your network.
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You can connect to the Internet, but not to Google services.

You cannot add a Google account.

[132] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

The network name (SSID) of the wireless router
(access point) to which you want to connect is not
displayed.

Reset the wireless router.

Select [[Manual entry]] to enter a network name (SSID).

[133] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

Sometimes video streaming quality is poor.

Quality depends on the original video provided by the video content provider and your connection

bandwidth.

The wireless network connection quality varies depending on the distance or obstacles (e.g., wall)

between the TV and the wireless router (access point), environmental interference, and the quality

of the wireless router (access point). In this case, use a wired connection for the Internet, or try the

5GHz band.

The 5GHz band may not be supported depending on your region/country. If the 5GHz band is not

supported, the TV can only connect to a wireless router (access point) using the 2.4GHz band.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[134] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

Wi-Fi connection is lost or intermittent.

Check the installation location of the TV and wireless router (access point). Signal condition may be

affected by the following :
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Other wireless devices, microwaves, fluorescent lights, etc., are placed nearby.

There are floors or walls between the wireless router (access point) and TV.

If the problem persists even after checking the above, try using a wired LAN connection.

Related topics

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[135] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

Certain Internet video content displays a loss of
detail.

Video quality and picture size depend on broadband speed and delivery by video content providers.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

Sometimes video streaming quality is poor.

[136] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

Good picture quality but no sound on Internet video
content.

Quality depends on the original content provided by the video content provider and your connection

bandwidth.

Due to the nature of Internet video, not all videos will contain sound.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[137] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps
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Apps are inaccessible.

Check that the LAN cable or AC power cord (mains lead) of the router/modem  has been

connected properly.

 Your router/modem must be set in advance to connect to the Internet. Contact your Internet

service provider for router/modem settings.

Try using apps later. The app content provider’s server may be out of service.

Related topics

Connecting to a network using a LAN cable

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[138] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

The TV cannot access the Internet when IPv6 is
set.

IPv6 may not be supported, in which case set IPv6 to off.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Advanced settings] — [IPv6

setup] — [No].

[139] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

Your TV cannot connect to the server.

Check the LAN cable or wireless connection to your server and your TV.

Check if your network is properly configured on your TV.

Check your LAN cable/wireless connection or your server. The TV may have lost connection with

the server.

Perform [Server diagnostics] to check if your media server is properly communicating with the TV.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Home network] — [Server

diagnostics].

Related topics

Home network features

*

*
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A message appears stating that the TV cannot connect to your network.

[140] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

A message appears stating that the TV cannot
connect to your network.

Check the current network settings and perform [Check Connection].

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Advanced settings] — [Network

status] — [Check Connection].

Check your network connections and/or server’s instruction manual for connection information, or

contact the person who set up the network (network administrator).

Reconfigure your network settings by pressing the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network]

— [Network setup].

If the LAN cable is connected to an active server and the TV has acquired an IP address, check

your server’s connections and configurations. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] —

[Network] — [Advanced settings] — [Network status].

Related topics

Your TV cannot connect to the server.

[141] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

You can connect to the Internet, but not to Google
services.

The date and time settings of this TV may be incorrect. Depending on the app such as Google Play

or YouTube, you may not be able to connect to Google services if the time is incorrect.

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Date & time] — [Automatic date & time] — [Use

network time] to automatically adjust the time through the network.

[142] Troubleshooting | Network (Internet/home)/apps

You cannot add a Google account.
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Only one Google account can be registered at a time. To log in with another Google account, you must

remove the registered account.

To log in with another account

Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Google] — [Remove account].

Remove the current Google account and then add another account.

[143] Troubleshooting

Remote control/accessories

The remote control does not operate.

You cannot turn the Active 3D Glasses on. (3D models only)

The LED indicator on the Active 3D Glasses blinks. (3D models only)

[144] Troubleshooting | Remote control/accessories

The remote control does not operate.

Press a button on the TV to determine if the problem is with the remote control or not.

Check that the orientation of each battery matches the positive (+) and negative (-) symbols in the

battery compartment.

Battery power may be low. Remove the remote control cover and replace the batteries with new

ones.

Sliding type

Push-release type
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There may be poor contact between the battery and the remote control. Remove the batteries, then

insert them again.

Point the remote control at the remote control sensor located at the front of the TV.

Keep the remote control sensor area clear from obstacles.

Fluorescent light can interfere with remote control operation; try turning off any fluorescent light.

When you unplug the TV and plug it in again, the TV may not be able to turn on for a while, even if

you press the power button on the remote control or the TV. This is because it takes time to initialize

the system. Wait for about 10 to 20 seconds, then try again.

When your voice is not being recognized, make sure to activate the button on the remote control

with the button, or register the remote control with the button to your TV. To confirm these

settings, press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Voice Remote Control]. The button

may not be available depending on your supplied remote control.

[145] Troubleshooting | Remote control/accessories

You cannot turn the Active 3D Glasses on. (3D
models only)

Replace the battery. (Applies only to TDG-BT400A/BT500A.)

Press the unlock button with the tip of a pen, etc., and take out the battery case.

Replace the battery with a new one. After that, be sure to insert the battery case until it

locks in place again.
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(A) CR2025 (-) side

[146] Troubleshooting | Remote control/accessories

The LED indicator on the Active 3D Glasses blinks.
(3D models only)

Lights up for 3 seconds: Indicates when turning on the glasses.

Blinks every 2 seconds: Indicates the glasses are powered on.

Blinks 3 times: Indicates the glasses have been powered off.

Blinks green and yellow alternately: Indicates the glasses have started the registration process.

Blinks 3 times every 2 seconds: Indicates the battery capacity is almost running out. Replace the

battery.

Related topics

You cannot turn the Active 3D Glasses on. (3D models only)

[147] Troubleshooting

Power

The TV turns off automatically.

The TV turns on automatically.

After unplugging the TV and plugging it in again, the TV does not turn on even if you press the power

button on the remote control or the TV.
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[148] Troubleshooting | Power

The TV turns off automatically.

The screen may have been turned off due to [Sleep timer] settings.

Check the [Duration] setting of [Timer].

Check if [Idle TV standby] in [Eco] is activated.

The screen may have been turned off due to [Daydream] settings.

(Except for Brazilian models) Check if [Auto shut-off] in [Eco] is activated.

Related topics

Setting a timer

[149] Troubleshooting | Power

The TV turns on automatically.

Check if [Timer] is activated.

Disable the [TV auto power on] setting in [BRAVIA Sync settings].

Related topics

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

Setting a timer

[150] Troubleshooting | Power

After unplugging the TV and plugging it in again,
the TV does not turn on even if you press the
power button on the remote control or the TV.

When you unplug the TV and plug it in again, the TV may not be able to turn on for a while, even if

you press the power button on the remote control or the TV. This is because it takes time to initialize

the system. Wait for about 10 to 20 seconds, then try again.
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[151] Troubleshooting

Connected devices

No picture from a connected device.

You cannot select a connected device in the Home Menu.

Certain programs on digital sources display a loss of detail.

Photo images or folders take time to display.

You cannot find a connected BRAVIA Sync HDMI device.

You cannot control a second AV receiver.

An external device (such as a set-top box or AV receiver) cannot be controlled via the IR Blaster. (IR

Blaster compatible models only)

Some media files in the USB device or server are not displayed.

The TV cannot be found by a Wi-Fi Direct device.

Operation cuts out, or a device does not work.

What kind of devices can be connected using the Screen mirroring function?

The TV cannot connect to a Miracast device or Screen mirroring compatible device.

Video or sound sometimes cuts out.

Some paid content cannot be played.

The TV cannot be turned on and controlled by using the “Video & TV SideView” app when [Remote

start] is enabled.

The TV does not appear on or cannot be registered with the “Video & TV SideView” app.

[152] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

No picture from a connected device.

Turn the connected device on.

Check the cable connection between the device and TV.

Press the INPUT button to display the list of inputs, then select the desired input

Correctly insert the USB device.

Make sure that the USB device has been properly formatted.

Operation is not guaranteed for all USB devices. Also, operations differ depending on the USB

device features or the video files being played.

If the connected device is connected to HDMI IN 2 or 3, connect it to HDMI IN 1 or 4.
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Change the HDMI signal format of the HDMI input that does not display a picture to standard

format. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [External inputs] — [HDMI signal format].

Related topics

Using the TV with Other Devices

[153] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

You cannot select a connected device in the Home
Menu.

Check the cable connection.

Related topics

Using the TV with Other Devices

[154] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Certain programs on digital sources display a loss
of detail.

Less detail than usual or artifacts (small blocks, dots or pixelation) may appear on the screen, due

to the digital compression of the source content used by certain digital broadcasts and DVDs. The

degree of visible artifacts depends on the clarity and resolution of the TV.

[155] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Photo images or folders take time to display.

Depending on the image dimension, file size, and number of files in a folder, some photo images or

folders take time to display.

Each time a USB device is connected to the TV, it may take up to a couple of minutes for the photos

to display.

Related topics
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No picture from a connected device.

[156] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

You cannot find a connected BRAVIA Sync HDMI
device.

Check that your device is BRAVIA Sync-compatible.

Make sure that [Control for HDMI] is set up on the BRAVIA Sync-compatible device and [BRAVIA

Sync settings] — [BRAVIA Sync control] is set up on the TV.

Related topics

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

[157] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

You cannot control a second AV receiver.

Only one BRAVIA Sync-compatible AV receiver can be used.

Related topics

BRAVIA Sync-compatible devices

[158] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

An external device (such as a set-top box or AV
receiver) cannot be controlled via the IR Blaster.
(IR Blaster compatible models only)

IR Blaster compatible models have [IR Blaster setup] in [Settings] — [External inputs].

Make sure that the IR Blaster is correctly set up and the IR transmitter is located near the IR

receiver of the external device.
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Make sure that your TV supports the external device.

If you press and hold a button on the remote control, the operation may not be transmitted. Instead,

press the button repeatedly.

Some external devices may not respond to some buttons on the “Action Menu”.

(Except for Brazilian models) The IR Blaster may not be set properly. To set the IR Blaster, press

the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [External inputs] — [IR Blaster setup].

Related topics

Connecting an IR Blaster (IR Blaster compatible models only)

[159] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Some media files in the USB device or server are
not displayed.

Unsupported files may not be displayed.

All the folders/files may not be displayed depending on the system status.

Related topics

Supported files and formats

[160] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

The TV cannot be found by a Wi-Fi Direct device.

Enable [Wi Fi Direct]. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi Direct]

— [Wi Fi Direct].

If the TV cannot be found even though [Wi Fi Direct] is enabled, set [Band setting] to [Auto

(2.4GHz band)]. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Wi Fi Direct] —

[Advanced settings] — [Band setting] — [Auto (2.4GHz band)].

[161] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Operation cuts out, or a device does not work.
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Check if the device is turned on.

Replace the batteries of the device.

Re-register the device.

Bluetooth devices use the 2.4GHz band, therefore communication speed may deteriorate or cut out

occasionally due to wireless LAN interference.

If household electric appliances (e.g., microwaves or mobile devices) are placed nearby, radio wave

interference is more likely to happen.

The TV or device may not work on a metal rack due to wireless communication interference.

For usable communication distances between the TV and other devices, refer to the instruction

manuals of the devices.

When multiple Bluetooth devices are connected to the TV, the quality of Bluetooth communication

may deteriorate.

Related topics

Bluetooth devices

[162] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

What kind of devices can be connected using the
Screen mirroring function?

Wi Fi enabled devices, such as smartphones and tablets, that support Miracast can be used to

enjoy Screen mirroring on your BRAVIA TV. Refer to the instruction manual of your Wi Fi device to

find out if it supports Miracast. BRAVIA TV complies with the Miracast specification, but does not

guarantee a successful connection with all devices.

[163] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

The TV cannot connect to a Miracast device or
Screen mirroring compatible device.

If connecting a Miracast device (e.g., laptop) fails, press the HOME button, then select [Screen

mirroring] to show the standby screen for the Screen mirroring function and try to connect again.

If you are using Screen mirroring with another device, turn off Screen mirroring first and try again.

If your device does not support 5GHz and you set the [Band setting] option to [Auto (5GHz band)],
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try changing it to [Auto].

Related topics

Displaying the screen of a smartphone/tablet on the TV using the Screen mirroring function

What kind of devices can be connected using the Screen mirroring function?

[164] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Video or sound sometimes cuts out.

Devices emitting radio waves, such as other wireless LAN devices or microwave ovens, may

interfere with the Screen mirroring function using wireless LAN. Keep the TV or Sony Screen

mirroring compatible devices (e.g., some models of Xperia) away from such devices, or turn them

off if possible.

Communication speed may change according to the distance or obstacles between devices, device

configuration, radio wave condition, line congestion or the device you use. Communication may cut

out due to the radio wave condition.

Related topics

Displaying the screen of a smartphone/tablet on the TV using the Screen mirroring function

Using Wi-Fi to connect the TV to your network

[165] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

Some paid content cannot be played.

The source device needs to meet HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection) 2.0/2.1/2.2

standards.

Some pay contents may not be displayed via a source device which does not meet HDCP

2.0/2.1/2.2 standards.

[166] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

The TV cannot be turned on and controlled by
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using the “Video & TV SideView” app when
[Remote start] is enabled.

When devices that cause radio wave interference (microwave ovens, cordless phones, etc.) are

placed nearby, the “Video & TV SideView” function may not work. In this case, keep such devices

away from the wireless router (access point) or TV, or turn them off.

In the following cases, the “Video & TV SideView” function may not work. Turn on the TV and re-

connect to the wireless router (access point).

Turn on/off the wireless router (access point) power during TV standby mode

Reset the wireless router (access point) during TV standby mode

Change the wireless router (access point) channel during TV standby mode

The “Video & TV SideView” function may not work with business-use wireless routers (access

points) that require reconnection periodically.

The “Video & TV SideView” function may not work depending on the settings of the wireless router

(access point) (e.g., Multi SSID and Power saving mode).

If Wi-Fi Direct is used to connect the “Video & TV SideView” app to the TV, the TV may not be

turned on from standby mode depending on your mobile device.

The TV should be in the power-on or standby mode. Do not turn off the TV by disconnecting its AC

power cord (mains lead).

Check that the following has been set for your TV.

When the wireless router (access point) and TV are connected with wireless LAN

Built-in wireless LAN model TV is used

[Built-in Wi Fi] under [Settings] — [Network] — [Advanced settings] is enabled

[Remote start] under [Settings] — [Network] is enabled

TV is connected to the wireless router (access point)

When the wireless router (access point) and TV are connected with wired LAN

[Remote start] under [Settings] — [Network] is enabled

Related topics

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

[167] Troubleshooting | Connected devices

The TV does not appear on or cannot be registered
with the “Video & TV SideView” app.
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Make sure that the TV is turned on.

Make sure that the TV and your mobile device have joined the same home network.

(However, when connecting via Wi-Fi Direct, a home network connection is not necessary.)

The maximum number of registration devices may have been reached. Delete unnecessary

registrations from [Remote devices] before registering another mobile device. Press the HOME

button, then select [Settings] — [Network] — [Home network] — [Remote device/Renderer] —

[Remote devices].

For detailed information, refer to the following website:

http://info.tvsideview.sony.net/faq/

Related topics

Using the “Video & TV SideView” app with your smartphone/tablet

[168] Troubleshooting

Illumination LED

The illumination LED or bottom of the screen sometimes lights up.

You want to disable the illumination LED so that it does not light up or blink.

[169] Troubleshooting | Illumination LED

The illumination LED or bottom of the screen
sometimes lights up.

The illumination LED or the bottom of the screen lights up at various times such as during software

updates or when a smartphone is detected on a home network. It does not mean that the TV is

malfunctioning or defective.

Refer to Identifying the status of the TV through illumination for details.

[170] Troubleshooting | Illumination LED

You want to disable the illumination LED so that it
does not light up or blink.
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You can turn it off. Press the HOME button, then select [Settings] — [Illumination LED] — [Off].

Note

We recommend that you do not change this setting under normal circumstances because you

will be unable to identify whether the TV is on or off, or a timer is set.

[171]

Index

TV programs
DISCOVER

GUIDE

Interactive broadcasts

Channels

Parental lock

Picture/display
3D

4K pictures

HOME

Picture & Display

Date & time

Language

Expert panel settings

Pixel shift

Panel refresh

Sound/voice
Voice search, using

Sound

Speech recognition

Remote control
Remote control, using

Voice search

HOME

DISCOVER

ACTION MENU

Inputs

SYNC MENU
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Connections
Google Cast

Miracast

Screen mirroring

Wi Fi Direct

Bluetooth

BRAVIA Sync

Internet

External devices
Blu-ray/DVD players, connecting

USB memory devices, etc.

Smartphones/tablets

Computers

Digital cameras, camcorders

Audio systems

Wireless subwoofer

Apps
Video & TV SideView

Google Play Store

YouTube

Moving to USB memory devices

Netflix

File playback
Computers

Digital cameras, camcorders

Supported files and formats

Other
SNS

Restart

System software update
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True reality comes to life with perfect black and color. Sony's 
OLED TV creates exquisite, unprecedented contrast with over 
8 million precisely and individually controlled self-illuminating 
pixels. Immerse yourself completely in the entertainment with 
sound that comes from the entire screen, with the world’s first 
Acoustic Surface.

Bullets
OLED TV with perfect black and color.
8 million self-illuminating pixels controlled by the X1 Extreme processor
The dramatic contrast, color and detail of 4K HDR1, 2
Pictures and sound in perfect harmony with world’s first Acoustic Surface
Enjoy smooth and vibrant colors with TRILUMINOS™ Display and  4K HDR Super Bit Mapping
The stand and speakers disappear, leaving only a brilliant picture
Android™ TV with Google Home compatibility gives you a genius TV
4K X-Reality PRO & Dual Database Processing provides lifelike detail and clarity
Live TV streaming, no annual contract with PlayStation™ Vue
Lifelike motion with Motionflow™ XR technology

Features

Exquisite contrast, perfect blacks
Sony’s OLED TV is like nothing you’ve ever seen before with truly exceptional black, shadow and color. Over 8 million self-
illuminating pixels are precisely and individually controlled by the X1 Extreme processor creating exquisite, unprecedented 
contrast.

Pure black, perfect vision
Our OLED pixels work individually and can be turned off completely to deliver absolute black. This level of supreme 
contrast reveals detail, depth, textures and colors for a view that is stunningly real.

Uncover the detail with 4K HDR
High Dynamic Range (HDR) will change the way you look at TV. Combined with 4K Ultra HD resolution1, HDR video content 
delivers exceptional detail, color and contrast, with a far wider range of brightness than other video formats2. The result is 
the most lifelike picture TVs have ever been able to create, with brilliant highlights and fine detail.

Everything should look like 4K HDR
Our newly developed 4K HDR Processor X1 Extreme outperforms our conventional 4K Processor X1 with 40% more real-
time image processing power. It takes everything you watch and improves it to near 4K HDR quality1. Object-based HDR 
Remaster technology can detect, analyze and optimize each object in the picture individually to adjust the overall 
contrast for a more natural and realistic picture on screen.

A revolution in TV sound
Unlike most TV speakers, sound comes to you from the entire screen, immersing you in exciting new entertainment 
experiences. It’s pictures and sound in perfect harmony.

Vibrant colors, smooth gradations

XBR-77A1E

77” class (76.7” diag) BRAVIA OLED 4K HDR OLED TV



Audio
Audio Power Output 5 x 10W

Bass/Treble/Balance Balance

DSEE/DSEE-HX DSEE

Speaker Configuration 2.1ch, Actuator (25 mm) 
x 4, Woofer (80 mm) x 1

Speaker Position Black

Speaker Type Acoustic Surface 
(Actuator+Subwoofer)

Audio Features

Advanced Auto 
Volume Yes

Alternate Audio 
(Digital) Yes

ARC Output Format

Two channel linear 
PCM: 48kHz 16bits,Dolby 
Digital,Dolby Digital 
Plus,DTS

Audio Out Fixed / Variable

Auto Mute (on no 
signal) Yes

Auto Surround Yes

Clear Audio+ Yes

Clear Phase Yes

Digital audio out 
(Optical) format

Two channel linear 
PCM: 48kHz 16bits,Dolby 
Digital,DTS

Dolby audio format 
support

Dolby Digital, Dolby 
Digital Plus, Dolby Pulse

DTS audio format 
support DTS Digital Surround

HDMI Audio Return 
Channel(ARC) Yes

Only when surrounded by true black do colors seem really vibrant. Colors are as rich and vivid as nature’s own thanks to 
the TRILUMINOS™ Display with more shades of red, green and blue than ever before. You’ll enjoy rich, authentic images 
that evoke the emotion in every scene. And, 4K HDR Super Bit Mapping reveals thousands of shades and gradations of 
light, for sunsets as bright and clear as real life.

360 degrees of sophistication
No distractions. This OLED TV is more than just beautiful. It's designed so that the stand and speakers virtually disappear—
appearing as if it's floating—leaving only the brilliance of its picture. The screen is edged with a slim 4-side frame that 
maximizes the viewing area.

A genius TV, a smarter home
Find all the entertainment you can dream of, faster than ever. From movies and TV shows to thousands of apps, Sony’s 
Android™ TV brings you everything in an instant3. Cast your favorite apps with Google Cast, and Voice Search helps you 
find the entertainment you want. And with Google Home compatibility, simply voice-control your TV and ask it to do 
things, like play your favorite YouTube videos.

Upscale to a more natural picture
The difference is clear. You’ll see lifelike detail and stunning clarity, no matter what you're watching. Two powerful image 
improvement databases work together, dynamically improving images in real time. 4K X-Reality PRO™ upscales images to 
near 4K clarity while a second database cleans the picture and reduce on-screen noise1. Every single pixel is enhanced 
beautifully by the powerful 4K HDR Processor X1 Extreme.

Live TV, no annual contract
PlayStation™ Vue now available on Android TV. Enjoy live TV streaming with no annual contract and no surprise fees. 
Experience premium content, including sports, news and more, from your favorite networks.

Motionflow™ keeps the action smooth
TV that keeps up with real life. Sony’s refresh rate technology enhances the OLED’s unique panel speed  to allow fast 
moving action sequences in sports and movies to be seen with lifelike clarity.

Maximize the viewing area
The screen is edged with a slim 4-sided frame that maximizes the viewing area.

Just say what you want
Spend less time browsing, and more time watching. Voice search on Android TV™ provides you with the power of Google 
search in 42 languages, allowing you to find content across different services without the hassle of time-consuming text 
entry.

Send to a bigger, better screen with Google Cast™
Send movies and music from your smartphone to your TV with Google Cast™. Use your phone as a remote control3

Your favorite apps, on your TV
Enjoy a huge range of apps from Google Play™, including YouTube™, Netflix, Amazon Video, Hulu, Pandora and more. 
Also, play your favorite Android games on the big screen3.

Clean rear look
Keep wires out of sight, thanks to a hidden cable panel structure, for a clean look.

Specifications



HDMI input Audio 
format

5.1 channel linear PCM: 
32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 
176.4, 192kHz, 16, 20, 
24bits, Dolby Digital, 
Dolby Digital Plus, DTS

Headphone/Speaker 
Link Yes

Simulated Surround 
Sound S-Force Front Surround

S-Master S-Master Digital Amplifier

Sound Modes Standard, Cinema, Live 
Football, Music

Convenience Features
Application Store Yes (Google Play Store)

Auto Picture Mode Yes

Auto Shut-off Yes

Channel Block (with 
password) Analog & Digital

Chromecast built-in Yes

HDMI-CEC Yes

i-Manual Yes

Multiple Language 
Display English, Spanish, French

On/Off Timer Yes

On-Screen Clock Yes

Parental Control Yes

Show/Hide Channels Yes (Digital & Analog)

Sleep Timer Yes

Text Input Language

BUL / CAT / HRV / CES / 
DAN / DUT / ENG / EST 
/ FIN / FRA / GER / GRK 
/ HUN / ITA / LAV / LIT / 
NOR / POL / POR / RON 
/ RUS / SLK / SLV / SPA / 
SWE / TUR / UKR / THA / 
VIE / ARA / FAS / JPN

USB drive format 
support

Yes (Supported File 
System: FAT16/FAT32/
exFAT/NTFS)

USB playback codecs

MPEG1:MPEG1/
MPEG2PS:MPEG2/
MPEG2TS(HDV,AVCHD):
MPEG2,AVC/

Voice Search Yes

Customizing Capability
RS-232C Control Yes

Design Features
Cable Management Yes

Frame color Black

Illumination LED Yes

Display Features
Display type OLED

TRILUMINOS Display Yes

Display
Aspect Ratio 16:9

Display Resolution QFHD

Display resolution (H x 
V, pixels) 3840 x 2160

Screen Size (cm, 
measured diagonally) 194.7 cm

Screen Size (inch, 
measured diagonally) 77" (76.7")

Viewing Angle (Right/
Left) 178 (89/89) degree

Viewing Angle (Up/
Down) 178 (89/89) degree

Energy Saving & Efficiency
Power Saving Modes Yes

General Features

Closed Captions (CC)
Analog
Digital

Demo Mode Yes (only pre-installed 4k 
demo video)

Hotel Mode Menu Yes

Inputs and Outputs

4K 60P High-Quality 
formats

Up to 18Gbps:4K 
60p 4:4:4(8bit), 
4:2:2(8,10,12bit), 
4:2:0(8,10bit) HDR 
included for HDMI 2/3

AC Power Input 1 (Bottom)

Analog Audio Input(s) 
(Total)

1 (1 Bottom Analog 
Conversion)

Audio / Headphone 
Output(s)

1 (Bottom / Hybrid w/HP 
and Subwoofer Out)

Bluetooth profile 
support

Version 4.1 HID / HOGP / 
SPP / A2DP(via firmware 
update) / AVRCP(via 
firmware update)

Composite Video 
Input(s)

1 (1Bottom Analog 
Conversion)

Digital Audio Output(s) 1 (Bottom)

Ethernet Connection(s) 1 (Bottom)

HDCP HDCP2.2 (for 
HDMI1/2/3/4)

HDMI inputs total 4 (Bottom4)

HDMI PC Input Format

640 x 480@60Hz
800 x 600@60Hz
1024 x 768@60Hz
1280 x 1024@60Hz
1600 x 900@60Hz
1152 x 864@75Hz
1680 x 1050@60Hz
1920 x 1080@60Hz

HDMI Signal

4096x2160p(24, 60Hz), 
3840x2160p(24, 30, 
60Hz), 1080p(30, 60Hz), 
1080/24p, 1080i(60Hz), 
720p(30, 60Hz), 720/24p, 
480p, 480i

Headphone Output(s)
1 (Bottom / Hybrid 
w/Audio Out and 
Subwoofer Out)

RF Connection Input(s) 1 (Bottom) (Terrestrial/
Cable)

RS-232C Input(s) 1 (Bottom /  Mini Jack)

Subwoofer Out 1 (Bottom / Hybrid w/HP 
and Audio Out)

USB Port(s) 1 (Side), 2 (Bottom)

Network Features
Codec for Home 
Network

MPEG1:MPEG1/
MPEG2PS:MPEG2/

Featured (Content 
Bar) Yes

Home Network Feature Home Network Client / 
Home Network Renderer

Internet Browser Opera (not pre-Installed)

Live Football Mode Yes

Other Network 
Features

Content Bar: Yes
Genre Categories 
(Content Bar): Yes
Related Info: Yes (US / 
Canada / MX(STB))

Photo Sharing Plus / 
Photo Share Yes

Screen 
mirroring(Miracast™) Yes

Social Viewing Yes

Trending on Twitter Yes (only US)

TV SideView™ Yes

Wi-Fi Certified Yes

Wi-Fi Direct Yes

Wi-Fi Frequency 2.4GHz/5GHz

Wi-Fi Standard a/b/g/n/ac

Wireless LAN Integrated

Power
Power Requirements 
(frequency)

60Hz for UL cUL 50/60Hz 
for other

Power Requirements 
(voltage)

AC 120V for UL cUL AC 
110-240V for other

Regulation and Standards Compliance
VESA® Hole Spacing 
Compatible Yes

Sensing Features
LightSensor™ 
Technology Yes

Service and Warranty Information
Limited Warranty Term 12 Months

TV System
Channel Coverage 
(Analog)

VHF: 2-13/UHF: 14-69/
CATV: 1-135

Color Space sRGB/

Color System NTSC

Number of Tuners 
(Terrestrial/Cable) 1 (Digital / Analog)

On-board Storage 
(GB) 16GB

OS Android 6.0, 
Marshmallow



1. 3,840 x 2,160 pixels.

2. Requires HDR compatible content from supported streaming services, such as Netflix, Ultra and Amazon Video.

Tuner Channel 
Coverage (Digital 
Cable)

CATV: 1-135

Tuner Channel 
Coverage (Digital 
Terrestrial)

VHF: 2-13/UHF: 14-69

TV System (Analog) M

TV System (Digital 
Cable) Clear QAM

TV System (Digital 
Terrestrial) ATSC

Video Features
24p True Cinema Yes

4:3 Default Yes

4K Processor X1 Extreme

Auto Wide Yes

Blinking Type Frame Blinking

Dual database 
processing Yes

Dynamic Contrast 
Enhancer Yes

Face Area Detection Yes

HDR (High Dynamic 
Range) compatiblity Yes

Live Color™ 
Technology Yes

Mastered in 4K Yes

Motionflow™ XR 
Technology Motionflow XR

Object-based HDR 
remaster Yes

Panel Refresh Rate 
(Native Hertz) 120Hz

PhotoTV HD Yes

Picture Modes

Vivid, Standard, Custom, 
Cinema Pro, Cinema 
Home, Sports, Animation, 
Photo-Vivid, Photo-
Standard, Photo-Custom, 
Game, Graphics

Precision Color 
Mapping Yes

Super Bit Mapping™ 
4K HDR Yes

Video Processing 4K X-Reality PRO

Wide Mode

Wide / Normal / Full / 
Zoombr
Normal / Full1 / Full2 
for PC

Weights and Measurements

Dimensions (Approx.) AC Cable Length: 2000 
mm

Accessories

Supplied Accessories

Voice Remote Control 
(RMF-TX201U)
Batteries (R03)
AC Power Cord Spec 
(US,  2pin, flat blades, 
Polarity)
IR Blaster (1-849-161-12)
Operating Instructions
Quick Setup Guide / 
Supplement CUE (GA)
Table Top Stand 
(Separate, assemble 
required)



3. Broadband speed of at least 2.5 Mbps recommended for SD services, 10 Mbps for HD streaming or 4K downloads, 20 Mbps for 4K Ultra HD streaming. Wireless connectivity requires 

802.11 home network (802.11n recommended). Network services, content, and the operating system and software of this Product may be subject to individual terms and conditions and 

changed, interrupted or discontinued at any time and may require fees, registration and credit card information.

4. Requires compatible devices connected to the same network. Google Cast requires mobile devices with Android 2.3 or higher, or iOS 6.0 or higher and Chromecast application.  

Google Play using Android TV Remote Control application requires Android 4.0 or higher; not available for iOS. Voice Search is available using the included remote control, Android TV 

Remote Control application with Android 4.0 or higher, or using Sony’s TV SideView application available for Android 4.0.3 or higher or iOS 7.0 or higher.

5. Service not available in all areas. See www.psvue.com for details. Sony Entertainment Network Account is required. Network services, content, and the operating system and software 

of this Product may be subject to individual terms and conditions and changed, interrupted or discontinued at any time and may require fees, registration and credit card information.

6. Google Home device (sold separately) compatible with Sony TV’s powered by Android TV. Requires compatible devices connected to the same wireless home network. Download 

the Google Home app from the iPhone App Store or Google Play. Subject to third party app terms and conditions. User must link compatible devices in order to control operation.  Once 

download is complete, the Google Home feature may be connected to the Sony device to access the voice control function.

© 2017 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited.

SonyX-Reality, Motionflow, TRILUMINOS, TV SideView, X-tended Dynamic Range and the Sony logo are trademarks of Sony Corporation.  PlayStation Vue logo is a trademark of Sony 

Interactive Entertainment Inc. HDMI is a trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC. Android, Android TV, Google Cast, Google Play, Google, Google Home, YouTube and the Google logo are 

registered trademarks of Google Inc., used with permission.  All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners. Features and specifications are subject to change without 

notice.  /Updated: March 10, 2017



THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY CARES

TUNE IN TO SAFETY
 ALWAYS
ALWAYS
NEVER

NEVER

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

WALL OR CEILING MOUNT YOUR TELEVISION
ALWAYS

ALWAYS

ALWAYS
ALWAYS

MOVING AN OLDER TELEVISION TO A NEW PLACE IN 
YOUR HOME

ALWAYS

NEVER 

ALWAYS

CHILD SAFETY: 
PROPER TELEVISION PLACEMENT MATTERS

CE.org/safety



GARANTIE LIMITEE 
E.-U. et Canada uniquement - Un (1) an 

Sony Electronics Inc. exduslvement pour les aohats effectues aux Etats-Unis et Sony du Canada Ltee. exdusivement pour les achats effectues au Canada (collectivement " Sony ») garantit 
ce produll contra les d8fauts de materiaux ou de labricetlon pour Ia propriataire d'orig1ne et tousles proprietaires uti1isateurs finaux suivants (•• Vous,. ou « Vos »)pendant Ia periode delinie ci
dessus et com me ind~ua dans les presentes. Conformement a cette Garanlie limitee, Sony, a son gre, (i) reparera le produit en utillsant des pieces neuves ou remises en etat ou (ii) remplacera 
le produit par un prodU!I neuf ou recertifie/remis en eta! du meme modele (OU similaire). Aux fins de Ia presente Garantie limitee, les termes " recertifie » ou " rem is en eta! » designent un produit 
ou une piece qui a retrouve ses specifications d'origine. En cas de defaut, ce sont Vos recours exclusifs. Sony ne garantit pas le foncllonnement ininterrompu ou sans erreur du produit. 
Modalite : Pendant Ia periode definie ci-dessus a compter de Ia date d'ac.hat du produit directement chez Sony ou un vendeur autorise Sony (pour determiner si un vendeur fait 
partie du reseau de vendeurs autorises de Sony, veuillez visiter, pour les E.-U. : www.sony.com/retailers; pour le Canada : https://dealerlocator.sony.ca/locator; ou contactez Sony 
directement), Sony, a son gre, reparera ou remplacera par un produit ou une piece recertille(e) ou rem is( e) en etat tout produit ou piece defalllant(e). 
Cette garantle limltee couvre uniquement les composants materiels emballes avec le produl!. Ella ne couvre pas les accessoires separes, !'assistance technique pour l'utillsaljon du 
materiel ou du logiciel at aile ne couwe pas les produils logiciels contenus ou non dans le produit, et tout autre contenu inclut; loul loglciel ou autre contenu lnctut est fournl " EN ~ETAT " 
saul indication contraire conformement a Ia Garantie \lmitee du logiciel joint ou a Ia Ucence d'ulllisation de l'utiflsateur final. Veulllez vous reporter a fa Uoence d'ulilisation de l'utifisateur 
final incluse avec le produll pour connailre vos droits et obligations en ce qui concern a ie loglciel ou tout autre contenu inclut. Sl vous avez acheta un plan de services etendu, veulllez vous 
reporter au plan de services pour connaitre \'etendue de Ia couverture, Ia duree et les conditions d'utilisatlon. Les plans de services atendus ne sont pas regis par cette Garantie fimilee. 
Pour obtenlr un service de garantie, vous devez fivrer fe produit, dans son emballage d'origine ou un embaflage offrant un niveau de protection equivalent, a un centre de service 
autorise Sony accompagne du r~u d'achat data afin d'acceder au service de garanlie. Sony n'est pas en mesure de garantir Ia reparation d'un produit au litre de ladite garanlie 
ou l'achange d'un produit sans risque d'anerer fe logiciet ou de perdre des donnees. II releve de votre responsabilite de retirer ou sauvegarder tout media ou toute piece 
amovible, toutes donnees, tout logiciel ou autre materiel stocke ou conserve sur votre produit. II est probable que tout media ou toute piece, toutes donnees, tout 
logic lei ou autre materiel (com me des Images! de Ia musique, des videos, etc.) soil perdu ou retormate pendant le service et Sony ne pourra etre tenu pour responsable 
dudlt dommage ou de fadlte perte. Contactez es services suivants pour des instructions specifiques sur Ia fa~ton d'obtenir un service de garantie pour votre produll : 

Pour les achats effectues aux ETATS-UNIS : 
Visitez le site Web Sony : www.sony.com/support 

Ou appelez le centre d'experience client : 1-800-222-SONY (7669) 
Pour enregistrer votre produit ou obtenir des coordonnees pour acheter des accessoires ou des pieces, rendez-vous sur le site Web Sony 

Pour les achats effectues au CANADA : 
Visitez le site Web Sony : www.sony.ca/support 

Ou appelez le centre d'experience client: 1-877-899-SONY (7669) 
Pour enregistrer votre produit ou obtenir des coordonnees pour acheter des accessoires ou des pieces, rendez-vous sur le site Web Sony 

Un service sur place pour les televiseurs de certaines dimensions est disponible pour les clients vivant dans un rayon de 50 km d'un local de service Sony auto rise, a condition 
que le lieu de residence soil accessible a un vehicule de service. 

Garantle de reparation/remplacement : Cette Garantie limitee s'applique a toute reparation, piece de rechange ou tout produit de remplacement, recertifl6 ou remls en etat 
pendant Ia periode restante de fa Garantle limitee d'origine ou pour une pariode de quatre-vfngt-dix (90) jours, Ia plus longue date etant cella retenue. Toute piece ou tout produit 
remplace(e) au litre de ladile Garantie llmltee sera Ia propriettl de Sony. Tout prodult de rempfacement, recertifia ou remis en eta! fournl au titre de ladite Garantie llmltee peut, au 
gre de Sony, eire de couleur eVou d'aspeot different par rapport au produil d'orlgine et peut ne pas inclure de gravure d'origine ou une personnafisation simlfalre. 

Sony n'est pas responsable de, et ladite Garantie limitee ne couvre pas, tout dommage survenu suite a une utilisation du produit ne respectant pas ses utilisations prevues, ou autrementle 
non-respect du manuel du propnetalre et des consi\}nes de securite se mpportanl a !'utilisation el a !'installation du produil. Ladite GaranUe limltee couvre uniquement fes dommages causes 
au produit par des defauts de materiaux ou de fabncatlon pendant son uti11sation normale par le client. Ladite Garanlie limitee ne couvre pas les produits achetes au pres de sources autres 
que Sony ou un vendeur autorise Sony (y compris les ventes aux encheres en ligna non autorisees), ou les dommages causes par : (i) une exposition extMeure at d'autres actes de Ia nature; (ii) 
les surtenslons; 01~ un dommage aocidentel; (iv) un abus; (v) les limites de Ia technologie; (vij un dommage cosmetique; (vii) le contact avec un liquide, Ia chaleur, l'humidite ou Ia sueur, le 
sable, Ia fumee ou des materiaux atrangers; (viii) !'utilisation de pieces ou d'accessoires non vendus ou autorises par Sony; (ix) rentretlen non autorise ou non execute par Sony ou un centre 
de service autorise Sony; (x) les virus lnformatiques ou circulant sur lntetnet, les bogues, les vers ou les chevaux de Troia; (xi) les dysfonclionnements dus a des periph9rlques/accessoires; (xii) 
les modifications apportees a une piece du produit, lnduant l'enracinemenl ou Joule autre modification visant a controler le comportement du produit ou tout systeme d'exploitation installe a 
l'usine; (xiii) les consommables comma les batteries; ou (xiv) tout produit doni le numero de serie applique a l'usine a ete altere ou retire du produit. En outre, dans Ia mesure ou !edit produit 
requiert !'utilisation d'un ecran, veuillez noter qu'un ecran contient des centaines de milliers de pixels individuals, et les ecrans contiennent generaiement un petit nombre de pixels qui ne 
fonctionnent pas correctement. Ladite Garantie limitee ne couvre pas les defauts de pixels a hauteur de 0,01 % (petits elements d'image sous forme de points sombres ou mal eclaires). 

Ladite Garantie limitee ne couvre pas les produits Sony vendus " EN t..:ETAT » ou " AVEC D~FAUTS .. ou les consommables (comme les lusibles ou l~s piles jetables). Sony ne remptacem 
pas les compos ants manquanls d'un emballage achete com me " Boite ouverte " ou " EN ~ETAT ,. . Ladite Garantle fimitee est valide uniquemenl aux Etats·Unis et au Canada (seton le cas). 

LIMITATIONS DES DOMMAGES-INTERETS : SONY NE PEUT PAS ETRE TENU RESPONSABLE DES DOMMAGES ACCESSOIRES OU CONSECUTIFS RESULTANT DE 
t..:INEXECUTION D'UNE GARANTIE EXPRESSE OU IMPLICITE OU D'UNE CONDITION SUR CE PRODUIT. TOUT RECOUVREMENT DE SONY NE POURRA PAS EXCEDER 
LE PRIX D'ACHAT D'ORIGINE DU PRODUIT VENDU PAR SONY OU UN VENDEUR SONY AUTORISE. 

DUREE DES GARANTIES OU DES CONDITIONS tMPLI~fTES : SAUF DANS LA MESURE OU CELA EST INTEI;lDI.T PAR LA. LOI EN VIGUEUR, TOUTE GAfiANTIE 
tMPLICJTE DE VALEUR MARCHANDE OU D'ADAPTATION A UN USAGE PARTICULIER SUR CE PRODUIT EST LIMITEE A LA DUREE DE LADITE GARANTIE LIMITEE. 
Certaines juridictions n'autorisent pas !'exclusion ou Ia limitation des dommages accessoires ou consecutifs, ou autorisentles limitations de duree d'une garantie implicite, ainsi 
les limitations ou exclusions ci-dessus peuvent ne pas s'appliquer a vous. ladite Garantie limitee vas octroie des droits specifiques reconnus par Ia loi et vous pouvez beneficier 
d'autres droits qui variant d'une juridiction a une autre. 

Pour les achats effectues aux Etats-Unis : Lisez attentivement Ia clause de resolution/d'arbitrage des litiges suivante. Vos droits et les etapes a sulvre en cas de 
lilige lie au produit y sont detailles. 

Que se passe-t-il en cas de litige : En cas de litige ou de reclamation lie( e) au produit, a votre achat etlou a !'utilisation du produit, aux clauses de ladite Garantie limitee, ou a un 
service lourni conlormement aux conditions de ladfte Garantie nmilee (incluant une reparation ou un remplacement) (« Ulige »), vous et Sony acceptez que le litige soil resolu 
exctusivement i:l travers un arbitrage exacutolre. VOUS COMPAENEZ ET RECONNAISSEZ QU'EN ACCEPTANT L'ARBITRAGE VOUS AVEZ LE DROIT D'INTENTER UNE 
ACTION EN JUSTICE POUR (OU DE PARTICIPER EN TANT QUE PARTIE OU MEMBRE DU RECOURS Al LA RESOLUTION DES LITIGES DEVANT UN TRIBUNAL Vous 
acceptez agalemenl que TOUTE PROCEDURE DE REGLEMENT DES DIFFERENDS CONSIDER ERA UNIQUEMENT VOS REVENDICATION$ I~DIVIDUELLES, ET LES DEUX 
PARTIES ACCEPTENT QU'UN LITIGE NE SOfT PAS ENTENDU COMME UN RECOURS COLLECTIF OU UN RECOURS DU PROCUREUR GENERAL Malgre les indications ci
dessus, vous avez le droit d'intenter une action en justice de maniere individuelle devantla Cour des petites creances ou une Cour similaire a Ia competence limitee, dans Ia mesure ou 
le montant en question n'excede pas 15 000 $, et aussi longtemps que Ia dite Cour soil competente et que toutes les autres exigences (incluant le montant en litige) soient satisfaites. 

Consignes d'arbitrage. Pour commencer !'arbitrage, vous ou Sony devez faire une demande d'arbitrage ecrite a !'autre partie. t..:arbitrage aura lieu devant un seul arbitre. 
t..:arbitrage sera gere en suivant les Procedures accaleraes des Regles d'arbltrage commercial et les Procedures addilionnelles (las " Regles ••) de !'association americaine 
d'arbilrage (« AAA »)pour les differends de consommateur, si elles son! applicables et en vigueur au moment oil Ia reclamation est traitee. Vous pouvez demander une copie 
des Regles de f'AAA en contactanti'AAA au (800) 778-7879 ou en visitant le site Web www.adr.org. Les droits de depot pour commencer el mener !'arbitrage seront partages 
entre vous et Sony, mais vos frais ne devront en aucun cas exceder le montant permis par fes regles speciliques de t'AAA pour les Dilferends de consommateur, apres quoi Sony 
couvrira tous les frais administratifs et depenses addition nels. Ce paragraphe n'interdit pas a t'arbitre de restituer a Ia partie ayant obtenu gain de cause les. frais et depenses 
qu'elle a engagees da~s !'arbitrage lorsque les Regles le permellenl. Saul si Sony el vous en conveniez autrement, !'arbitrage aura lieu dans le pays et I'Etat ou vous vivez, 
ella loi tederale 9u d'Etat applicable reg ira le fond du dille rend pendant !'arbitrage. Cependant, Ia Loi sur !'arbitrage federal 9 U.S.C. § 1, et seq., reg ira !'arbitrage et non une 
quelconque loi d'Etat sur !'arbitrage. La decision de l'arbitre sera obligatoire et definitive, saul dans le cadre d'un droit d'appellimite conformement a Ia Loi sur !'arbitrage 

Consfgnes d'excluslon. Sl VOUS NE SOUHAITEZ PAS ETRE CONTRAINT PAR LA CLAUSE D'ARBITRAGE OBLIGATOIRE, ALORS: (1) Vous devez en informer Sony par 
ecrit dans les 30 jours a compter de Ia date d'achat. du produll; (2) Votre notification ecrite doit eire envoyee par courrier a Sony Electronics Inc., 16535 Via Esprlfto, MZ 1105, 
San Diego CA 92127, a l'attention de : Service juridlque; ET (3) ~otre nolllicalion acrlte.dolt 1nclure (a) volre NOM (q) votre ADRESSE, (c) Ia QATE d'achat du produit, et (d) une 
geclaration claire slipulant que" VOUS NE SQUHAITEZ PAS RESOUDRE LES DIFFERENDS AVEC UNE ENTITE SONY ELECTRONICS A TRAVERS t..:ARBITRAGE ET/OU 
ETRE CONTRAINT PAR LA RENONCIATION A INITlER OU PARTICIPER A UN RECOURS COLLECTIF "· 
Decider de ne pas adherer a cette procedure de resolution des differends n'affectera en aucun cas Ia couverture de Ia Garantie limitee et vous continuerez a beneficier des 
avantages de Ia garantie limitee. 
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SONY® LIMITED WARRANTY 
U.S. and Canada only - One (1) year 

Television 

Sony Electronics Inc. solely for purchases made In the United States and Sony of Canada Ltd. solely for purchases made in Canada (collectively "Sony") warrants this product 
aga1nst defects In material or workmanship for the original owner and any subsequent end user owner(s) (''You" or "Your") for the time period set forth above as set forth herein. 
Pursuant to this Llmfted Warranty, Sony will, at its option, (i) repair the product using new or refurbished parts or (ii) replace the product with a new or recertified/refurbished 
product of the same (or similar) model. For purposes of this limited Warranty. "recertified" or "refurbished" means a product or part that has been returned to Its original 
specifications. In the event of a defect, these are Your exclusive remedies. Sony does not warrant that the operation of the product will be uninterrupted or error-free. 

Term: For the time period set forth above from the original date of purchase of the product when purchased directly from Sony or Sony authorized dealer (To 
determine if a dealer is in the Sony authorized dealer network, please visit US: www.sony.com/retailers; Canada: https://dealerlocator.sony.ca/locator; or contact 
Sony directly), Sony will, at its option, repair or replace with a new, recertified or refurbished product or part, any product or part determined to be defective. 

This Limited Warranty covers only the hardware components packaged with the product. It does not cover separate accessories, technical assistance for hardware 
or software usage and it does not cover any software products whether or not contained In the product, and other Included content; any such software or other included 
content is provided "AS IS" unless expressly provided for in any enclosed software Limited Warranty or End User License Agreement. Please refer to the End User 
License Agreement(s) included with the product for Your rights and obligations with respect to the software or other included content. If You purchased an extended 
service plan, please refer to the service plan for the coverage, duration and terms of service. Extended service plans are not governed by this Limited Warranty. 

To obtain warranty service, You must deliver the product, in either ils oliglnat packaging or packaging affording an equal degree of protection to a Sony authorized service center 
together with a dated purchase receipt in order to obtain warranty service. Sony cannot guarantee that it will be able to repair any product under this warranty or make a product 
exchange without risk to or loss ot software or data. It Is Your responsibility to remove or backup any removable media or parts data, software or other materials You may 
have stored or preserved on Your product. It is likely that any media or parts, data, software, or other materials (like pictures, music, videos, etc.) will be lost or reformatted 
during service and Sony will not be responsible for any such damage or loss. Contact the following for specific instructions on how to obtain warranty service for Your product: 

For purchases made in the UNITED STATES: 
Visit Sony's Website: www.sony.com/support 

Or call the Customer Experience Center: 1-800-222-SONY (7669) 
To register Your product or for contact information to purchase accessories or parts go to Sony's Website 

For purchases made in CANADA: 
Visit Sony's Website: www.sony.ca/support 

Or call the Customer Experience Center: 1-877 -899-SONY (7669) 
To register Your product or for contact information to purchase accessories or parts go to Sony's Website 

On-site service for televisions of certain dimensions may be available to a customer living within a 50km radius of an authorized Sony service facility, provided the 
residence can be accessed by an on-road service vehicle. · 

Repair/Replacement Warranty: This Limited Warranty shall apply to any repair, replacement part or replacement, recertified or refurbished product for the 
remainder of the original Limited Warranty period or for ninety (90) days, whichever is longer. Any parts or product replaced under this Limited Warranty wlll become 
the property of Sony. Any replacement, recertified or refurbished product provided under this Lim1ted Warranty may, at Sony's option, vary In color and/or cosmetic 
design from the original product and may not include any original engraving or similar customization/personalization. 

Sony is not responsible for, and this limited Warranty does not cover, any damage arising from a failure to operate the product within its intended uses, or otherwise follow 
the owner's manual and safety instructions relating to the producfs use and installation. This Limited Warranty only covers product issues caused by defects in material or 
workmanship during ordinary consumer use. This Limited Warranty does not cover products purchased from sources other than Sony or a Sony authorized dealer (including 
non-authorized online auctions), or issues due to: (i) outdoor exposure and other acts of nature; (li) power surges; (iii) accidental damage: (lv) abuse; (v) limitations of technology; 
{vi) cosmetic damage; (vii) contact with liquid, heat, humidity or perspiration, sand, smoke, or foreign materials; {viii) use of parts or supplies not sold or authorized by Sony; (ix) 
servicing not authorized or performed by Sony or a Sony aulhorized service center; (x) computer or internet viruses, bugs, worms, or Trojan Horses; (xO malfunctions due to 
peripherals/accessories; (xii) modifications of or to any part of the product, including "rooting" or other modifications to control the behavior of the product or any factory installed 
operating system; (xiii) consumable parts such as batteries; or (xiv) any product where the factory-applied serial number has been altered or removed from the product. Further, 
to the extent this product incorporates use of a display, please note that a display contains hundreds of thousands of individual pixels, and displays typically contain a small 
number of pixels that do not function properly. This Limited Warranty does not cover up to .01% pixel outages (small dot picture elements that are dark or Incorrectly illuminated). 

This Limited Warranty does not cover Sony products sold "AS IS" or "WITH ALL FAULTS" or consumables (such as fuses or disposable batteries). Sony will not 
replace missing components from any package purchased "Open Box" or "AS IS". This Limited Warranty is valid only in the United States and Canada (as applicable). 

LIMITATION ON DAMAGES: SONY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ON THIS PRODUCT. NOR SHALL RECOVERY OF ANY KIND AGAINST SONY BE GREATER THAN THE ORIGINAL 
PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT FROM SONY OR AN AUTHORIZED SONY DEALER. 

DURATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS: EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTIBILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY 

Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above 
limitations or exclusions may not apply to You. This Limited Warranty gives You specific legal rights and You may have other rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

For purchases made in the U.S.: Read the following Dispute Resolution/Arbitration provision carefully. It details Your rights and instructions should a 
dispute related to the product arise. 

What Happens If We Have A Dispute: Should a dispute or claim arise related to the product, Your purchase and/or use of the product, the terms of this Limited 
Warranty, or any service provided under the terms of this Limited Warranty (including any repair or replacement) ("Dispute"), You and Sony agree that the Dispute 
shall be resolved exclusively through binding arbitration. YOU UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT BY AGREEING TO ARBITRATION, YOU ARE 
GIVING UP THE RIGHT TO LITIGATE (OR PARTICIPATE IN AS A PARTY OR CLASS MEMBER) IN ANY DISPUTES IN COURT. You also agree that ANY 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEEDING WILL ONLY CONSIDER YOUR INDIVIDUAL CLAIMS, AND BOTH PARTIES AGREE NOT TO HAVE ANY DISPUTE 
HEARD AS A CLASS ACTION, REPRESENTATIVE ACTION, CONSOLIDATED ACTION, OR PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL ACTION. Despite the above, You 
have the right to litigate any Dispute on an individual basis in small claims court or other similar court of limited jurisdiction, to the extent the amount at issue does 
not exceed $15,000, and as long as such court has proper jurisdiction and all other requirements (including the amount in controversy) are satisfied. 

Arbitration Instructions. To begin Arbitration, either You or Sony must make a written demand to the other for arbitration. The Arbitration will take place before a single 
arbitrator. The arbitration will be administered in keeping with the Expedited Procedures of the Commercial Arbitration Rules and the Supplementary Proceedings 
for Consumer-Related disputes ("Rules") of the American Arbitration Association ("AAA"), when applicable and in effect when the claim is filed. You may get a copy 
of AAA's Rules by contacting AAA at (BOO) 778-7879 or visiting www.adr.org. The filing fees to begin and carry out arbitration will be shared between You and Sony, 
but in no event shall Your fees ever exceed the amount allowable by the special rules for Consumers Disputes provided for by AAA, at which point Sony will cover 
all additional administrative fees and expenses. This does not prohibit the Arbitrator from giving the winning party their fees and expenses of the arbitration when 
appropriate pursuant to the Rules. Unless You and Sony agree differently, the arbitration will take place in the county and state where You live, and applicable federal 
or state law shall govern the substance of any Dispute during the arbitration. However, the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S. C. § 1, et seq., will govern the arbitration itself 
and not any state law on arbitration. The Arbitrator's decision will be binding and final, except for a limited right of appeal under the Federal Arbitration Act. 

Opt-Out Instructions. IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO BE BOUND BY THE BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION, THEN: (1) You must notify Sony in writing within 30 
days of the date that You purchased the product; (2) Your written notification must be mailed to Sony Electronics Inc., 16535 Via Esprlllo, MZ 1105, San Diego CA 
92127, Attn: Legal Department; AND (3) Your written notification must Include (a) Your NAME, (b) Your ADDRESS, (c) the DATE You purchased the product, and (d) 
a clear statement that "YOU DO NOT WISH TO RESOLVE DISPUTES WITH ANY SONY ELECTRONICS ENTITY THROUGH ARBITRATION AND/OR BE BOUND 
BY THE CLASS ACTION WAIVER." 
Opting out of this dispute resolution procedure will not affect the coverage of the Limited Warranty in any way, and You will continue to enjoy the benefits of the Limited Warranty. 
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